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This book is aimed at the young, first-time 
user or the not-so-young perplexed beginner! 
An introduction to the simple programming 
commands is covered in the first section of the 
book, while the second section concentrates 
on some of the graphics commands available 
on the Amstrad.

Many of the more advanced BASIC 
commands found in the language of the 
Amstrad have not been introduced, the 
concept of the book precludes all but the 
easiest of programming ideas. Through 
reading the book, young computer users will 
develop a sound base on which their new- 
found skills can be built. Many more complex 
books exist, but very few offer such an easy, 
step-by-step introduction for young people.

A few comments concerning the machine 
may be helpful, as many first-time users know 
little about the machine they have invested in

The Amstrad is perhaps the most 
sophisticated computer in its price range. The 
language used is the powerful LOCOMOTIVE 
BASIC, an extension of the well known BASIC 
(Beginners’ All Purpose Symbolic Instruction 
Code) computer language, which, despite its 
name, is now used by a very large number of 
professional programmers.

The Amstrad’s graphics capabilities, that 
is, the ability to draw and colour areas of the 
screen, are very impressive for a machine in 
its price range.
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Introduction

You are growing up into a world that is 
changing very quickly. Not so long ago, having 
a home computer would have been very rare. 
Today millions of people own home 
computers.

This book is to help you learn to use the 
Amstrad computer. With the Amstrad you can 
draw pictures, play games, make music, do 
sums or (with additional equipment) even 
control robots! But before you try to write 
complicated programs, you must learn how to 
use some of the easy commands.

a lot by making small changes to programs. 
Remember that you are in control - the 
computer is just a willing slave! All you have 
to do is give it the correct instructions . . .

Important
To avoid confusion between certain BASIC 
words and normal words, the BASIC language 
words are usually printed in CAPITAL 
LETTERS. If you come across a word printed 
inside odd-looking brackets like this

<ENTER>

Work through this book carefully. Try to 
experiment with your Amstrad. You will learn 

it means press the key with the word enter 
printed on it.
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There are three parts which make up the 
Amstrad computer system: the computer 
itself, a video monitor and a cassette recorder.

You will be able to add on other parts, 
such as joysticks or a printer or a floppy disk 
when the special connectors become available. 
Each part of the system has a special job to do, 
so let’s have a look at what each part does.

The computer
The computer is the heart of the system. Inside 
it is a very complicated electrical circuit using 
microprocessors — which you know as chips . 
These ‘micro-chips’ use electrical signals to 
make the computer very fast at working out 
problems that might take you or me several 
days.

Never take the computer or its power 
supply apart; you may damage yourself and 
the computer. The power supply uses mains 
electricity which can be dangerous, so if 
anything goes wrong with your Amstrad, you 
must get an expert to fix it.

On its own, the computer cannot display 
pictures or words for you. A second part to the

system is a video monitor.

The Amstrad will work with either a 
colour monitor or an ordinary green tube 
monitor, but obviously, you won’t see the 
colours on a green tube monitor.

Large and small letters
Now try pressing some of the keys. To get the 
Amstrad to print capital letters on your TV 
screen, hold down either of the keys marked

SHIFT

while you press the key marked

CAPS LOCK

at the left of the second row of keys. This is 
called the CAPS LOCK key because it ‘locks’ 
the keyboard into all-capitals mode.

To test this, try typing something along 
these lines:

JOHN BLOGGS is my name

If you make a mistake when typing, press
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the DELETE key marked ENTER

DEL

which is in the top right-hand corner of the 
keyboard. This removes (Tubs out’) the 
character immediately on the left of the 
cursor.

When the CAPS LOCK is off the 
computer acts like a normal typewriter - 
everything appears in small letters, unless you 
hold down the SHIFT key.

Special keys
Now press the key marked

This is on the right of the keyboard, third
row down. The computer will probably reply

Syntax error
Ready

Don’t worry - this is just the Amstrad’s way of 
telling you that it doesn’t recognise what you 
have typed as a proper BASIC instruction.

Underneath the word ‘Syntax error’ you 
should see a READY message. This is called 
the BASIC prompt or just prompt for short. 
Beneath it is a square which is called the 
cursor.

The prompt tells you that the Amstrad has 
finished what it was doing and is ready for 
another instruction. The cursor tells you where 
the next character (letter, symbol or number) 
will be printed on the screen.

Symbols
Take a look at the keyboard. You may notice 
that some keys have two symbols printed on 
them. To get the top symbol you have to hold 
down the

SHIFT

key as you press the key for the symbol you 
want. See if you can make the Amstrad print 
some of the following symbols on the screen.

(!£$%&')< > + * ?
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Wind happons il yin I· <-cp a kl Ici oj numbm 
key J )Γ(ΐι:π<*< I lor inoro Ilian a couple oí 

π< *(.( »n< In?

or ay in dois aurai a 
rd a rs, or when yoi 
woj ds or sen lene'

Wind happens il you hold down Iho key 

miirkcd I )ELf

This o i Ho a‘pea I cl loci can he very use! id

Enough of this messing about! You 
probably want Io get your' computer dojrr 
somelhmg. So let's move οϊ\ to try
• i ' Hjjsy.j dens.

Remember

I Ncviif cfd or (hink near I he Ainsi rad. 
( jumbs and spill milk can ruin it.

2 N( í V e r o pi ‘ n I h c A i n s I ra d. C u r i o u s i I y 
kills computers!

7. The ENTER key tells the computer that 
you have f inished typing and want it to 
do something. If you have given it a 
proper BASIC command it will carry 
out your instruction. If not, it will tell 
you that you have made a mistake by 
printing Syntax error.

3. VVhrn the? green (JAPS LOCK key is 
pressed on, you gel capital letters.

4. When I he green CAPS LOCK is o//, you 
gel smell letters when you press a letter 
key. This is the normal typewriter 
mode. Use SI I1I"I’ Io get occasional 
capital le!lers.

5. 'Hie DELETE key rubs out the character 
on the left of the flashing cursor.

6. If you keep any key depressed for more 
than a second or two, it will start to 
auto-repeat.

8. When your instruction has been 
carried out, the BASIC prompt READY 
and cursor will re-appear.

9. The prompt tells you that the computer 
is waiting for another INSTRUCTION 
or COMMAND.

10. The cursor line tells you where the 
next character will be printed on the 
screen.

11. To obtain the symbols printed at the 
top of a key, hold down SHIFT while 
you press the required key.
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Chapter 1
Words and numbers

Computers are able to work out sums 
very quickly. But unlike pocket calculators, 
they can also print messages on the screen of 
video monitor, and have very large memories.

To make your Amstrad do something, you 
have to tell it what to do, using a special 
language called BASIC.

BASIC is a very easy language to learn. 
Whereas you already know thousands of 
English words, your computer only 
understands around a hundred very simple 
words like PRINT, LIST, END, and a few 
specially made up commands like CLS - 
which is short for CLear the Screen.

Let’s try using some BASIC commands.

Commands may be keyed in capital or small 
letters. Your Amstrad will convert all 
commands entered into capital letters.

Type:

CLS

After typing a command, you must always

press the key marked

ENTER

to tell the computer that you want it to obey 
your command. So after typing CLS and 
pressing the ENTER key, the screen should 
clear. The prompt (READY) and the cursor 
should then appear at the top of the screen.

If you make a mistake when typing, use 
the DELETE key — one press rubs out the last 
letter typed, provided you haven’t yet pressed 
<ENTER >.

Number crunching!
Now you can try using the command

PRINT

to make the computer PRINT some messages 
on the screen. We shall start with some sums, 
to see how quickly the Amstrad can work 
them out. Computer people call this ‘number 
crunching’. Try typing something like this

PRINT 5678+7890 <ENTER>
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Remember you can use capital or small 
letters for the word PRINT. Press the ENTER 
key to make the computer work out the 
answer. The screen should now look like this:

press I he ENTER key after each sum 
the answer.

PRINT 3567-987
PRINT 4567+89765
PRINT 34535-568+45678

PRINT 5678+3456-567

to get

entEr 
entEr

center
<ENtEr'

If you want to multiply or divide, yOu 
have to use some strange signs.

Multiplication
To multiply, we use the * (star) sign, instead Of 
an X. This is because the computer might
confuse the normal ‘times’ sign with the letter 
X. So you enter the sum 4x3 into the computer
as

PRINT4 * 3

then press < ENTER > to get the answer.

PRINT 5678+7890
13568

Ready

You now know how to use the computer 
like a calculator! The main difference is that 
the word PRINT has to be used to tell the 
computer to PRINT the answer.

Now try the following sums, which use 
addition and subtraction. The subtraction sign 
(or minus sign) is next to the zero (0). Unlike 
the addition sign, you don’t have to press 
SHIFT to get the minus sign. Don’t forget to

The * key is near to the ENTER key. 
Notice that there are two symbols printed on 
this key - a star (*) at the top and a colon (:) 
below. Because the star is printed at the top, 
you will need to hold down the SHIFT key to 
get the star sign.

Just for fun, try this one, which stretches 
your Amstrad to the limit of its accuracy:

PRINT 11111.111 * 11111.1111

Be careful to put five ones in front of the 
decimal point and three after it the first time.
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Note that the second number has five ones in 
front of the decimal point and four after it.

Division
To divide, we use the I (slash] sign, which is 
printed below the ? (question mark - or 
‘query’) on the bottom row of keys. As the 
slash sign is printed at the bottom of the key, 
you don’t need to press <SHIFT> this time.

So 20 divided by 5 would be typed in as

PRINT 20/5 <ENTER>

Try some more sums using * and I. Make 
them as difficult for the computer as you can 
by using really big numbers. Don’t forget to 
press < ENTER > to get the answer. The 
computer will then let you know that it is 
ready for the next job by displaying the 
READY prompt and the cursor square.

Too big!
If the answer becomes too big for even the 
Amstrad to cope with, you’ll find that it gives 
you some strange looking answers, like this

9.87654321 E+8

The E+8 at the end of the number means ‘move 
the decimal point EIGHT places to the 
RIGHT’. If it read

9.87654321 E-6

the E-6 would mean ‘move the decimal point 
SIX places to the LEFT’. This is called

exponential notation. Don’t worry if you can’t 
understand it - it isn’t really important!

Making mistakes!
Take your time typing and don’t worry if you 
make mistakes - the computer won’t be 
harmed. Unlike most parents and 
schoolteachers, the computer has infinite 
patience. It won’t get angry, or call you a 
‘steaming twit’! All it does is print out the 
message

Syntax error

on the screen. For the moment, just type the 
command again and all should be well.

If you spot a mistake before you press the 
ENTER key, you can use the DELETE key to 
rub out the error.

Words and sentences
You can also print words and sentences on the 
screen. The difference is that words have to be 
placed between quotation marks, just like 
when you use speech marks (or ‘quote marks’) 
in your English lessons at school. The “ (quote) 
mark is on the 2 key. You will have to use 
SHIFT to make it appear. Try the following.

CLS <ENTER>
PRINT "All pigs have wings"

What do you have to press to make the 
computer obey your instruction?

The computer will print any message that
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you put between quote marks. Even if you 
make a spelling mistake, the computer will 
print it exactly as you asked it to.

You can also PRINT numbers inside 
quote marks, but they cannot be used to do 
sums like the numbers you typed at the 
beginning of this chapter.

Because the computer prints anything in 
quote marks, you can make it appear foolish! 
Try this

PRINT "2+2=5"

If you want some more practice finding 
your way round the keyboard, try getting your

Amslrad Io print sonni really s| 
like "p,d "'in8s

PRINT Elephants are fish 
with curly hair and 
gossamer wings"

Remember

1. You may use capital or small letters 
when typing a COMMAND. YoUr 
Amstrad will convert the commands t 
capital letters.

2. Use the CLS command to CLear the 
Screen.

3. After giving the Amstrad a command 
you must press the ENTER key to make 
it carry out your instruction.

4. The PRINT command can be used to 
print numbers, symbols, words or 
sentences.

5. To PRINT words or sentences, they 
must be enclosed in double quotation 
marks (“).

6. To do simple arithmetic, use the +, -, * 
and / signs.

7. The computer cannot spell. Words or 
sentences to be printed must be typed 
in carefully.
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You may not realise it, but computers 
have simply dreadful memories. The moment 
you turn them off, they forget everything you 
have told them.

Unlike you and I, computers don’t ever 
really learn anything. Each time you want 
your computer to do something, you have to 
tell it precisely what to do, and what order to 
do it in.

So far, you have been making the 
Amstrad do one thing at a time, by giving it 
direct commands, like

PRII\IT3*4 <ENTER>

to which it gives an immediate answer.

To make your Amstrad do more 
interesting and complicated things, you have 
to give it a list of things to do. This list is called 
a program - using the American spelling, with 
only one ‘m’.

A program is simply a list of commands, 
like ‘clear everything off the screen’, ‘print my 
name’, ‘now print something else’.

Unfortunately, while you probably know 
and use several thousand words of English in 
everyday life, your Amstrad only knows about 
154 BASIC keywords. (Even this is about 
double the number of words that many home 
computers understand).
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So you have to learn to write your 
programs using words that the Amstrad can 
understand. And you make sure that the . 
computer follows the instructions in the right 
order by giving a number to each program 
line, like this:

10 CLS

3, instead of 10, 20, 30 there would
no room to squeeze extra lines in k Veb<> 
them! ’n

RUNning a NEW program
Before you type in your first program 
sure that there are no old instruction 
computer’s memory by typing S In

20 PRINT "BRIAN 
30 PRINT "is a clever lad" NEW <ENTER>

40 END

You could number the instructions (or program 
lines): 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 etc, but it’s usually better to 
go up in steps of ten, like this: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50.

There is a good reason for this. If you 
want to place additional instructions between 
program lines, it is easy if the numbers are ten 
units apart.

For example, if you wanted to add your 
surname to the above program, you could add 
it anywhere between lines 20 and 30. Let s 
choose the half-way mark:

25 PRINT "SMITH"

the program now becomes:

10 CLS
20 PRINT "BRIAN"
25 PRINT "SMITH"
30 PRINT "is a clever lad"
40 END

If you had numbered your program lines 1, 2,

Hie command NEW tells the computer 
clear any old program from its memory a° 
get ready for a fresh program. If you fOr 
do this you can sometimes run into horribl 
problems when old program lines start θ 
interfering with a new program!

Now type the following two program 
lines. Try not to change anything. If you m . 
a mistake, use the e

D E Lete

key to rub out the mistake and retype.

At the end of each program line, check 
that you have typed it in correctly, then press

ENTER

If you find you have made a mistake after 
pressing the ENTER key, type the whole 
line in again.

10 PRINT "HELLO ";
20 GOTO 10
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()K. you’ve typed the program in correctly 
,ut absolutely nothing has happened!

instead of typing the word RI IN, press any 
key.

To make the computer carry out the 
program, yon need to type a special BASIC 
rOmmand.Typetheword:

Remember, yon can completely stop the 
program at any time by pressing twice the key 
marked

RUN ESC

then press the ENTER key. The computer 
should immediately carry out the program 
instructions and screen full of TIELLOs’ 
should appear!

How to stop it!
When everything is correctly typed in. and 
after typing RUN and pressing < ENTER >, 
von should see lots of words go whizzing up. t

To stop the program press the red 
ESCAPE key marked

<ESC>

This tells the computer that you want it to stop 
carrying out the program temporarily.

Now you should be able to read the words 
on the screen!

After it has printed enough words to fill 
the screen, the Amstrad automatically moves 
the words up the screen so it can print more 
down below; this is called SCROLLing. It can 
be a nuisance at times.

Now RUN the program again, but this time,

Bug hunting!
Programs seldom work perfectly the first time 
you try to RUN them. Usually the problem is a 
tiny typing error, which in a long program can 
take ages to find. Finding and correcting 
typing errors and program mistakes is called 
‘de-bugging’.

The Amstrad helps you find some [but by 
no means all) errors by printing certain error 
messages on the screen, such as

Syntax error in 1 0

If the computer has told you that you have 
made a mistake, then you must check the 
following points:

1. Have you typed the letter (O) when you 
should have typed zero (0)? It is absolutely 
essential to use the Zero key (the 0 with a 
slash through it) when you want number zero 
(or nought). Only use the O key (without the 
slash) when you want the letter O’.

2. Have you made a spelling mistake? Check 
that you have spelled PRINT and GOTO 
correctly - using letter Ό’ this time, not zero!
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3. Have you used the double quote mark 
< “ > at both ends of the word to be 
printed?.

4. Did you put the semi-colon <;> m the right 
place (at the end oí line 10).r

5. Did you leave a space after the word 
HELLO, but before the second set of quote 
marks?

see Hie LISTing on Hie screen R 
follow! ng com mands: ' ' ° tyPe t}.

CLS ENTER
LIST <. ENTER

The LIST of program lines 
on the screen.

should How

1. Change line 20, by typing:

How it works
You know what the PRINT command does, so 
line 10 is easy to understand. It tells the 
computer to PRINT the word inside the quote 
marks — HELLO.

20 GOTO 20 <ENTER>

After carrying out the instruction in line 
10. the computer moves on to the next biggest 
program line number — line 20. This tells it to 
GOTO another place in the program.

In this program, the GOTO line sends the 
computer back to line 10 where (surprise! 
surprise!) it finds the instruction to PRINT the 
word ‘HELLO’ again. Then it goes on to line 20 
which sends it back to print the word again. It 
will carry on doing this (as fast as the micro
chips will let it) for ever and a day — unless 
you press ESCAPE or turn the power off!

Making changes
You can make several changes to this program. 
It is worth making changes because you can 
learn a lot by altering programs.

Before changing a program, you need to

Before you RUN the revised program 
what do you think will happen? Try it τ ’ 
RUN, then ENTER to make the program^ 
work.

Now press ESCAPE twice and chanea 
line 20 back to

20 GOTO 10 <ENTER>

Here’s another change you can try:

2. Change line 10 to —

10 PRINT HELLO

Can you spot the difference? Find out 
what happens when there is no semi-colon at 
the end of line 10.
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If you placo a sonn' colon < ; > elfter a word 
that is to be PRINTed, the computer will print 
the next word immediately afterwards - on 
the same line if there is room. But if you leave 
the semi-colon out, each item will be printed 
on a separate line.

patterns
You can make some interesting patterns on the 
screen using the PRINT and GOTO 
commands.

In the next program, Line 10 uses CLS to 
clear the screen; then line 20 instructs the 
computer to print a line of stars and dots, 
instead of the word “HELLO”.

Line 30 is a special line that tells the 
computer to check if it has filled the screen. If 
so, the program should end. We shall look at 
the commands IF and THEN later in the book.

To get rid of any old program, type:

NEW <ENTER>

before starting to type these new program 
lines:

10 CLS
20 PRINT"**** "
30 IF V=23THEN END
40 V=V+1 :GOTO 20

Ibis lime, the computer should end its 
task ready for further action! Can you see the 
prompt cursor (■ ) at the bottom of the screen? 
If you want to clear the screen and get back to 
the program listing, type the following 
commands:

CLS <ENTER
LIST < ENTER

Try changing line 20. Make the computer 
print different patterns by using a different 
number of stars or dots. You might try using 
words instead of symbols.

Remember

Now RUN the program. Remember to 
press ENTER.

1. A program is a list of instructions, 
written in a way that your computer 
can understand.

17



2. Every line in a BASIC program must 
start with a line number. Line numbers 
usually go up in steps of ten. to leave 
room for additional lines to be 
inserted.

3. Type NEW before you enter a new 
program. This clears any old program 
lines from the computer’s memory.

4. Press ENTER after typing each 
program line. This tells the computer 
that you have finished the line.

5. Be careful always to use the correct 
slashed ZERO key (0) for number zero 
(or nought] and O (without the slash] 
when you want letter O . This is a very 
common cause of programs not 
working.

6. To start a program, type RUN, then 
press the ENTER key.

0. You can dually stop ^^ 
pressing (he ESCape kev '1Γη 
can continue with the nU 
pressing any other key Yf?bV V% 
completely escape from the 
by pressing the ESCape kevÎ^7 8^ 
computer is then ready to rer-’ 
some more instructions. 1Ve

7. The command GOTO makes the 
computer continue with the program
line number which follows the GOTO 
command.

9. The command LIST makes the 
computer print out the proeJL 
screen.  °n thP8

10. Placing a semi-colon (;] after a 
that is to be PRINTed, makes the d 
computer print the next word 
immediately afterwards, usually 
the same line. (The semi-colon 
follow directly after the second set 
quote marks. If you place it inside th 
quote marks, it will be PRINTed on th 
screen.]

11. If there is no semi-colon (;] or comma 
G) after the second set of quote marks 
the next item to be PRINTed will 
appear on a fresh line.

18



LJ r. Chapters
5 Making Amstrad remember!

Inside your Amstrad is a group of micro
chips which can store electronic signals 
representing numbers and words. We call 
these chips its Random Access Memory - or 
RAM for short.

The best way to understand the Amstrad's 
random access memory is to think of it as 
thousands of empty boxes. You can fill any of 
these boxes with numbers, letters, symbols, 
words or sentences — in fact anything that you 
want the Amstrad to remember.

Before you can put something into a 
memory box, you have to ‘write a label' for the 
box-otherwise the Amstrad won’t know 
which of its thousands and thousands of boxes 
to put it in - and you won’t know where to 
find it!

'lhe memory box label can be almost any 
letter, ora descriptive word, Eor example, if 
you wanted the Amstrad to remember that 
vou have 14 model cars you can type: *

LET cars=14 < ENTER >

Try typing this, using capital letters for the

command LET and small letters for cars.

Note that there are no quote marks round 
the word cars. This is because you are using 
the word as a label for a memory box, and not 
as something you want PRINTing.

Now type:

PRINT cars <ENTER>

Like magic, the Amstrad responds with the 
answer:

14

\\ hat happened is this. First you stored 
the number 14 in a memory box labelled ‘cars’. 
Then, when you asked the Amstrad to PRINT 
cars [without quote marks), it looked in the 
memory box labelled ‘cars’, found the number 
14 inside and copied it onto the screen.

What would happen if you were to 
enclose the word “cars" in quotation marks? 
Try it and see:

PRINT "cars"

19



( Don’t forget to press < EN I ER 
be reminding von any mon1!)

wo w on I

ow try it again, without the quote mai ks.

PRIN

Let’s put something into another memory 
box. Suppose you want the computer to 
remember that you have 5 model trains. Just 
type:

Now you have put the number 5 into a 
memory box labelled trains, io check that it isΜ
there, clear the screen with

CLS 

the memory box labelled cars, then add 
number you find there to the number yo* 
in the memory box labelled trains. Put thf/*^ 
result into a new memory box labelled 
models’.

then type:

PRI NT trains

What number will it find in the mem 
box marked ‘cars’? And what number will ? 
find in ‘trains’? 1

Did you get the answer 5? If not, you must 
have typed it in wrongly, so type it in again.

If you want to know how many toys you 
have altogether, you can get the computer to 
count them up for you. Type:

LET models = cars + trains

This formula line may seem a bit strange if you 
haven’t done any algebra.

So what number would you expect it to 
put in the box labelled ‘models’?

To find out if you were right, type

PRINT models

Don’t worry if you got it wrong the first time. 
Numeric variables as these numbers and labels 
are called, confuse most people to start with, 
but you will soon get used to using them.

What it means to the computer is ‘look in Note that to save typing, you can leave out
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LET and it will still work. So instead 
the "°' 
oftyPin§

LET trains - 5

y0U can type simply:

trains = 5

to getthe same result with less eff°rt!

Variable names
In Amstrad BASIC, numeric variable names 
lor, as we have been calling them, ‘memory 
box labels’) can be:

a single letter, or

almost any combination of letters and 
numbers (as long as the name starts with 
a letter), or

a (descriptive) word
Mindbender 3.1
To test whether you really understand 
what is happening, imagine that you have 
added three model planes to your 
collection. How would you get the 
computer to tell you how many models 
you have altogether? Try to work it out for 
yourself before looking at the answer at 
the back of the book.

HINT: planes =? 
models = ?

Mindbender 3.2
Now try this one. Let’s pretend your 
record collection contains 12 singles and 8 
albums (LPs). How would you get the 
Amstrad to tell you how many records 
you have altogether?

HINT: singles =? 
albums = ? 
records = ?

Here are a few examples of numeric variable 
names that you could use:
age, a, A, Al, A2, size, s, S, length, L
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Boffin corner , . . e of
Um technical n“,e f°nun,eric variable.
•memory box label ¡n |he
because you can v ary 
memory box.

To test this, type:

LETcars = 12
PRINT cars

Now change (vary) the number in the 
memory box, by typing, say:

LET cars =15 
PRINT cars

If you have kept your Amstrad switched 
on all through this chapter, you should 
now get a different answer when you 

type:

PRINT models

From these examples you can see that you 
can use capital letters as well as small letters. 
So instead of typing:

LET cars =10

you could have typed:

Provided you also type the word ‘ . 
capital letters in the formula ih; Cars’in 
just as well. ’ S w°ul<)

Remember

1. You can put any number into the 
Amstrad’s memory by ‘labelling a 
memory box’, e.g. LET cars = 50. 
Technically, this is called assigning 
value (50 in this case) to a numeric ° 
variable (which we have decided to 
name ‘cars’).

2. The name of the variable (or ‘label’) Ca 
be a letter, word or even a combination 
of letters and numbers (e.g. LET 83 = 5 
LET A = 3, LET total = price + VAT)

3. It is best to stick to small letters for the 
labels or variable names. Never use 
words in capitals that could be 
confused with a BASIC command like 
TO or PRINT, (e.g. You must not use 
LET TOTAL = PRICE + VAT, because 
TOTAL and PRICE - in capitals - would 
be confused with the BASIC words TO 
and PRINT)

4. You can check what number the 
variable contains, using the PRINT 
statement, (e.g. PRINT B3 or PRINT 
total). Note that there are no quotation 
marks round the variable names.

LET CARS = 10
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Y u can use numeric variables to do
5' Relations, by providing the Amst rad 

C3'th θ formula that tells it how to work 
things out (e.g. LET models = cars + 
trains + planes or LET area = length * 
width)

θ if you assign a new value to a variable 
’ n e. ‘put a new number in the memory 
box’) the old value is lost (e.g., LET cars 
= 5 followed by LET cars = 10 gives the 
answer 10 when you type PRINT cars).

7 You can leave out the word LET in 
Amstrad BASIC, so instead of typing 
LET cars = 5, you can type just cars = 5 
to get the same effect. Beginners often 
prefer to use the word LET to help 
remind them what the instruction 
means.

«Λ

8. Although you can save typing and 
memory space by using single letters 
tor variable names (e.g., c=5: d=7: h=3: 
p=c+d+h), it is far easier to understand 
what is happening in a program if you 
use descriptive words. For example, 
would you have guessed that the 
previous program meant LET cats = 5: 
LET dogs = 7: LET hamsters = 3: LET 
pets = cats + dogs +hamsters?
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Τ’. Chapter 4
Questions and answers

If' you managed to struggle throng i θ 
last chapter on numeric variables, an go e
Mindbender questions right (or near y ng 
-well done! That was probably the most 
difficult chapter in the book.

From here on, it’s all plain sailing (well, 
nearly all!] and much more fun.

Strings of things
As well as remembering numbers, the 
Amstrad can remember letters, symbols, 
words and sentences. You store these m 
’memory boxes’ in much the same way as you 
store numbers. But instead of typing, say.

LET cars = 5

which would put the number 5 into a memory 
box labelled ‘cars’, you type

LET nameS = "Brian"

PRINT name$

the Amstrad responds with the reply;

Brian

Note that the quote marks have disann epeare(||

The only differences when you want 
store letters or symbols are that: to

a] The variable name must end with 
dollar sign < $ > - which you’ll find on 
key 4. This tells the computer to store th 
information in an area of memory which 
is reserved for string variables. This is 
different to the area where it stores 
numeric variables.

b) The characters that you want to store 
must be enclosed in double quote marks 
and must not be more than 255 characters
long.

which puts the word ‘Brian’ into a memory 
box labelled ‘name$’ (pronounced ‘name- 
string’, or, if you prefer, ‘name-dollar’J.

Now when you type

String variable names
You can choose almost any name for a string 
variable, provided it won’t be confused with a 
word in BASIC and ends with a dollar sign ($).
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for θχ«ηΡ1β:

. τ1ς friendS, f2$, answer$. 
name$.ηί>’

γ u can even store numbers in a string
alike numeric variables, you can’t use 

lbut’ friables in calculations) e.g.: 
string Vrl

• ργ address$="10 Railway Cuttings, 
East Cheam"

To get the hang of it, let’s try a simple
program:

1 0 LET name$ = "Brian Jones" 
20LETage$ = " is Ί 6 years old" 
30 LET messages = " and owns an 

Amstrad" 
40 CLS
50 PRINT nameS
60 PRINT age$
70 PRINT messages
80 END

Note that there is a blank space after the first 
set of quotation marks in lines 20 and 30. 
Remember to press < ENTER > after each 
program line, then type RUN < ENTER > to 
make the program work.

60 < ENTER>

followed bv

LIST <ENTER>

Line 60 should now have disappeared. Now 
type a replacement for line 50, like this:

Alter lines 10 and 20 to make the 
computer print your own name and age.

Adding strings together
When you are happy that the program is 
working correctly, LIST it, then type:

50 PRINT name$+ageS <ENTERy

and LIST the program again to check that the 
new line has replaced the old line 50. Then 
RUN the revised program.

The name and age messages should now 
appear on the same line, and you should see
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now why a space was needed after the first se 
of quote marks in line 20. Adding strings 
together like this is called concatenation.

Remember

Test what happens if you 
from the program by typing

delete line 70

1. Variables that store numbers are 
numeric variables and variables^11^ 
store strings of characters are r«ii 1 * * * 
string variables.

1 0 carS="5
20 doll$="7"
30 toy$=doll$+car$
40 PRINT 'total number of toys

= ";toy$
50 END

70 <ENTER>

and replace line 50 with

50 PRINT name$+age$+message$

2. To distinguish a string variable fro 
numeric variable, the name of the ?  
variable must end with a dollar sipn^   
and the information to be stored in 
memory must be enclosed in double 
quotation marks.

9
s*

Mindbender 4.1
Why does this program give a strange 
result?

3. As with numeric variables, you must 
not start the name with letters that 
could be confused with the start of 
BASIC keywords. It is therefore better 
to use small letters for all variable 
names.

4. The string of characters typed between 
the quotation marks can be letters 
words, spaces, symbols, figures or even 
nothing at all! Empty strings like this·

How can you change this program to 
make it work correctly? If you can, go 
straight to the top of the class! If not, the 
answer is at the back of the book.

1 0 LET empty$ =

can be quite useful in certain programs.

HINT: should we be using string 
variables or numeric variables?

5. You can store up to 255 characters in a 
string variable.
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numbers as well as letters
6. V°a C rds in a string variable, but you 

and Wt perform calculations on these 
cannuers. If y°u want to do emulations, 
a11111 the number in a numeric variable 
St°r without the dollar sign).

r , ran add strings together, using the 
L Ä * ™s is called 

concatenation, e.g.

LEIAS- Helio 
name$,.DAV

Lt * space$ = - "
LET D$ = +

spaces + name$

when you type PrinT ds
wUI find „ contains 8Λ·
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How to INPUT information

It would be rather restrictive if we could 
only put information into variables from 
inside a program, using LET statements.

In the BASIC language, numbers and 
words can be placed into variables from 
outside of the program, by using the INPU1 
command. This allows information to be typed 
in while the program is running.

The best way to understand how INPUT 
works is to use it. Type

NEW < ENTER>

then try this:

10 LET computer$=" Eddy Amstrad”
20 CLS
30 PRINT "Please type in your name"
40 INPUT name$
50 PRINT "Hello ";name$
60 PRINT
70 PRINT "My name is ";computer$
80 END

Try to guess what the program will do, 
then RUN it to see if you were right.

How it works
Line 10 puts the words 'Eddy Amstrad’ intoa 
memory box labelled 'computers’. (Actually,it 
stores each letter in a series of consecutive 
memory locations, but you needn't let this 
worry you at present!]. The dollar sign($]at 
the end of the variable name, tells the Amstrad 
that it is to store characters rather than 
numbers.

Line 20 simply CLears the Screen.

Line 30 prints a message on the screen,



,.ncVOu to type something in. 
1

■ne 40 uses the INPUT command to stop 
^ogram and wait for something to be 

the Pr°k A question mark appears on the 
type \0 remind you that it is waiting for you 
sCTeP'rP it some information.
to g1Ve

When you have finished typing, you have 
reSs the ENTER key. The Amstrad then 

1 to^es the information you have typed in a 
S einory box labelled ‘name$ and carries on to 

next program instruction - in this case, 

line 50-

Line 50 prints the word ‘Hello’, after 
which the Amstrad finds a semi-colon. This 
tells it to print the next item on the same line 
as the last.

But what is it that we want printing? 
‘Aha!’, it thinks, ‘the programmer wants me to 
print the contents of the memory box labelled 
name$!’, So it prints whatever you typed in at 
the INPUT line.

Line 60 simply prints a blank line, which 
helps to improve the screen display. You can 
leave this line out or delete it if you prefer. Or 
you could add another blank line by adding:

65 PRINT 

anXT±f Printi"8 '—5· ΛθΓ the 

‘«4 boxTabeS'- C°n,en,S °f the 
thecomnmo labe ed c°mputer$’. You told 
ne computer what to put in this box in Line

make h ΡΠΜθ11δ the program to END, so to 
< fntprUN asam’you need t0 type RUN 
\ 1 £jI\ .

Making changes
Try changing line 7 to read:

70 GOTO 30

and see what happens. Type different names 
in when the computer asks you to.

You will need to press

<ESC>

to stop the program.

What would happen if you changed line 
70 to read

70 GOTO 20

or

70 GOTO 10

to the program.

Line 70 works in exactly the same way as 
line 50, but this time the message is different

If you can’t work it out, try it and see! This 
produces a classic example of a bug in the 
program!
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Saving <yP^|ittle(rick you can do with 
2^.0%”-yourself a lot of typing.

Take a look at this n® tprogrank θ 

bother to type Tut this (¡me it asks you to 
aS "Tà number instead of a string of letters; 
input a

20 PR! NT"How old are you?"

30 ¡NPUT age "-aae" years old
40 PRINT You are .age. V®

50 END
„11tpr sets to line 30 it waits for 

When the comp [The Amstrad knows
you to type tnWXbcearulse there is no dollar 

“ name). Then it
s'on «i* the rest of the program.

What happens if you type in letters 

instead of a number?

Line 40 looks a bit complicated but is 
really quite easy. You’ll see what it does later, 

if you can’t work it out.

There is a neater way of writing this 
program, using INPUT to PRINT a message as 
well as waiting for information. This method 
joins lines 20 and 30 together. Type in and 
RUN this next program and see if you can spot 
the differences.

10 CLS
20 INPUT'Tiow old are you ";age

30 PRINT You are
40 END

;a9e;"
Old··

Line 20 PRINTs the question as 
waiting for you to type a number toV^’1 
in the numeric variable ‘age’. This ¡ θ st%¡ 
better method than the first one Vn, 

yuu hiecl

Line 30 tells the Amstrad to PRj\r 
words enclosed in quote marks (“YOu 1 
followed immediately on the some ΙιηθΐΠ’ 
what the semi-colon means] by whate . ’s 
finds in the numeric variable memory 
labelled ‘age’. °x

c°mes
After printing the value of ‘age’, R c 

across another semi-colon that tells it t0°mes 
continue printing on the same line. So it D ■ 
the next item enclosed in quote marks (·■ ts 
old”), before carrying on with the next 
program line.

Note that there is a space after the word 
‘are’ and another space before the word yea - 
in line 30. What would happen if you were fe 
miss out these spaces?

Line 40 - you know what END does! How 
could you change this line to make the 
program repeat itself?

Pausing a program
INPUT can also be used to halt a program or 
game for purposes other than the input of 
information. For instance, you can use it to 
wait until someone has read the instructions 
before playing a game.
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g’s a very simple example, based on
Her ous program. Note that this lime, we 

the ΡΓθνto go back 10 line 10 ~ and clear the 
are ab 6 which wouldn’t be possible without 
^flNPUT.

¡ST the previous program, to check that 
till in memory, then type in just lines 40, 

itis s \ fi0 to make the program look like this· 
50 ana

10 CLS
20 |NPLIT"How old are you "age 
oøpRlNT"Youare ”;age;" years old"
40 PRINT:PRINT
50 input 'press ENTER KEYTO 

CONTINUE", A$
60 GOTO 10

capital le^erT-that ev„erything in

important tiny detail is Ι1Γ appearance- The 
comma instead nF . h we typed in a 
variable name Th& Semi~colon before the 
difference but i?1Sf71,8ht seem a trivial

the question mark

comrmXm ad USÎ θ semi-colon instead of a 
the variableA^the second set of quotes and 
appeared fA$’ ° qUestion mark would have 
INPUT m aUt0matlcally at the end of the 
done anv ehSSage: tMs WOuld not have

y harm, it would have looked a bit silly 
as 7e Were using INPUT here to give an 
mstruction - not to ask a question

Multi-stateinent lines
Pid you notice that line 40 contains two PRINT 
instructions - separated by a full colon?

The Amstrad allows you to put several 
instructions on the same line, as long as you 
separate them with full colons (:), and 
provided the total length of the program line 
does not exceed 255 characters (including 
spaces).

Multiple statement program lines save 
memory space (and typing!) and help increase 
the speed at which BASIC programs work. 
This is important when you start writing 
arcade games.

Question mark suppression
Did you notice anything unusual about line 50?

Dummy variables
Another odd thing about line 50 is that we are 
not actually using the string variable A$ to 
store information in as we normally would. So 
in this instance, we call A$ a ‘dummy string 
variable’. We are using it merely to check that 
the ENTER key has been pressed.
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J A<5 - short for
Though we nam« t easi¡y have called 

Answers-you could jus
it answerS, or replyS

Η < ENTER > Jine
After you have press gcreen

60 sends the progiani 
and start again.

anything! Test this by deleting
RUNning the program again.

S'S o“un with the name and age

programs. Type

10 IN PUT" Please type in your name ; 
nameS __ ~20 CLS: PR!MT''Hello. ;name$

30 INPUT'Now tell me how old you
are age

40 CLS „ ..50 PRINT"My goodness, ;age, years 

old!" U Not60 PRINT:PRINT"You are much older
than ME..."

70 PRINT"! was only invented in
1 984!"

80 LET years = 50 — age
90 PRINT:PRINT"Do you realise 

that in only ";years;" years,"
100 PRINT"time you will be 50

years old???!!!!"

works, so far. Then be sure tn rD., iLU I 4L

chapter to make sure you can SAVE · e*t 
cassette before switching the Amst 11°η 
are going to add some more program S off. 
later. 1Γ1θ8Ε·

Mindbender 5.1
Now for the 500 bonus points quest¡ 
Using two additional program lines 
could you make the program print Out°W 
how many days old you are?

HINT - there are 365 days in a year. (Qo 
worry about leap years). n 1

- Your first line (110) should bea 
LET statement.

- Your second line (120) should be 
PRINT statement.

The answer will be given in Chapter?.

Important
Is your Amstrad printing the messages too 
high on the TV screen? If so, add a couple of 
PRINT statements to the beginning of the 
program and after each CLS command like 
this:

8 PRINT:PRINT
20 CLS:PRI NT:PRI NT.PRI NT "Hello, 

";name$
40 CLS.PRINTzPRINT

RUN this program, and make sure that it
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gernember

1 INPUT stops the program to allow 
information to be entered from the 
keyboard while the program is 
running. It waits for the user to type a 
number or a reply.

2. After typing in the information, you 
must press < ENTER > to signal the 
end of the INPUT.

3 INPUT must be followed either by a 
variable name, or by a prompt message 
followed by the variable name, e.g.

the rln^ y0U USe a semi-colon after 
the closing quote marks.

7 Ϊ ’T Comma after the closing 
quotes, the question mark will not 
appear. This can be useful when you 
are using INPUT with a dummy 
variable to halt a program under 
user-control, for example, while 
instructions are being read, e.g.

50INPUT"PRESS <enter> 
TO CONTINUE", R$

INPUT age
INPUT "Please type in your 

age";age
INPUT name$
INPUT "What is your

name";name$

8. A dummy variable is one which you 
are not going to use to store 
information in. In the above example, 
the dummy string variable R$ is being 
used purely to test whether
< ENTER > has been pressed.

4. Use a numeric variable name (e.g. age) 
if you wish to INPUT a number. Use a 
string variable name (e.g. name$) if you 
wish to input letters, symbols or 
words.

5. The semi-colon after the prompl 
message is optional (You can leave it 
out to save a byte of memory!).

9. To save memory and speed up 
program execution, you can include 
more than one instruction under the 
same program line number, provided 
you separate the different instructions 
with full colons (:), e.g.

10 CLS.INPUT'How 
old are you”;age

6. A question mark (?) is included 
automatically at the end of a prompt,

10. Program lines must not contain 
more than 255 characters including 
spaces.
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CÎ5X

■Λ I 111 ? .W-,W-e>S\^-

SAVE-Ing and LOADing your 

pro g Γanis—__---------

Now that yet are s^ g^ to save 
longer programs it s yQU don>t have to
them on cassette tape, th V switch the 
type them in again each time y 
Amstrad on.

......-sas bskxsst 

easy.

ÄÄ the keyboard you «ill find 

the built-in Cassette recorder, the integra μ 
of the Amstrad computer.

The recorder is essentially the same as 
found in any audio cassette recorder except 
that the Amstrad recorder offers two spee s 
for recording and reading programs. The 
Supersafe speed writes at 1000 baud (bits per 
second] and Speedload works twice as last at 
2000 baud.

The control keys are the same as found on 
the normal cassette recorder. You will find 
that these control keys need to be pressed 
considerably harder than the keys on the main 
keyboard.

[REC] = [REC]ord key pressed together 
with [PLAY] key will record data when either 
instructed by the program in the memory Or 
by a SAVE command entered from the 
keyboard.

[PLAY] = [PLAY] will read the data when 
instructed by the program or read a program 
from the cassette into the memory by a direct 
command “LOAD” entered from the keyboard

[REW] = [REW]ind will rewind the tape 
to the beginning.

[F.F.] = Fast Forward will advance the tape 
rapidly.

[STOP/EJECT] = When this key is pressed, 
the cassette will stop running. When this key 
is pressed the second time then the cassette lid
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' ” Hive jioor recording characteristics and 
may not record your programs correctly.

‘Ψ< I nil looks dark brown (e.g. super ferric) 
otten records better than light brown (e.g 
ferric) tape.

SAVE-ing programs
Follow these instructions carefully.

1. Type LIST <ENPER > to check that there 
is a program in the Amstrad’s memory. If not, 
type in a short program — any of the programs 
in this book will do.

•11 open and allow you to remove or insert a 
Cassette tape as required.

[PAUSE] = This key should not be used 
when recording or reading programs, as this 
could corrupt the program.

Cassette Tape
Normal good quality audio cassettes usually 
work perfectly well with the Amstrad but use 
the shortest cassettes you can find.

It is much better to use a C10, C12 or C15 
tape or C30 tape at the most than a C90 tape 
because this puts less strain on your recorder 
driving mechanism. It is also easier to find 
programs on short cassettes. Don’t use Cl20 
cassettes.

2. You need to tell the computer if you wish 
to use the Speedload (2000 baud) rate for 
recording or the computer will default to the 
Supersafe speed.

For Speedload rate type:

SPEED WRITE 1 ENTER

The computer will automatically read the rate 
at which the program was saved on the tape 
originally.

3. Think ofa name of not more than 16 
characters for the program.

4. Place a blank tape in the recorder.

5. Rewind the tape to the beginning.

6. When the tape is fully rewound, type
Try to avoid using cheap ‘bargain price’ 

cassettes of the type sold by garages. These SAVE "progname" < ENTER>
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$ OK
$ OK

nie computer will mH youthen il has 

finished SAVE-ing b;
by showing the prompl and

Tliis tolls you lirai both copies 
have saved correctly, while leaving the 
original program in memory.

°1 lhe program

0. Before
XXÄÄdUl name, 

for example:

SAVE"progname2" <ENTER>

Make sure that the RECORD button is still 
depressed on your recorder and wait a few 
seconds before you press < ENTER > for the 
second time in response to the screen message

If an ERROR MESSAGE should appear 
then stop the tape, rewind and SAVE the 
program again.

If both copies of the program are OK. then 
press the ESCAPE key to get the cursor back

The CAT command is very useful when 
you have forgotten the names of programs 
recorded on a particular tape.
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,uling Ρ trad thei’e are two ways Io LOAD 
l£the An7rOm taPe·11ie LOAD “pro8namR”
nr^’V.imply >oatls lhe Pro8ram in‘° 

Lu can LIST, aller or RUN it.
1 plllory svou can LOAD and RUN the 
’IltUIiall^itomatically. using the CHAIN 
proyraI11nfe·· command.
l.progaame

fs try using LOAD first.

vour computer OFF then ON. Now it 
Cxvitca y

a blank memory.

the tape, with the program you have
2 . PlaCe ded on it, into the recorder. Make 
just reC°tr{he tape is rewound to the correct 
slire · n rewind the tape completely if you 
¿èd at the beginning.

3 Type the following instruction:

LOAD 'prognarne” <ENTER>

here ‘'progname” is the name you called 
r program when you saved it). You only 

need to specify the name if you want the 
computer to load a particular program. If you 
just want the next program recorded on the 
tape, you can type:

LOAD"” <ENTER>

making sure that there are no letters or spaces 
between the two sets of quote marks.

4· ΙΊ1θ message;

pfnss p| Ay n , 
AYth*n ar>ykfiy

should ;
Ul,! screen.

5· Press the PLAY I 

wo7dhen,hecompul-finds the program,he

Loading

appears, followed bv thp nnr
block number. p ogram name and

LOADed'fb8 COmPUIer has successiniiv 
and curtr Ρ™8Γί1,η· “ show th^pt

You can now LIST and alter the progratn or 
RUN n in just the same way as if vou had 
typed it in.

CHAINing programs
CHAIN progname” LOADs and automatically 
RUNs the program.

To use it, follow the same procedure as 
above, but instead of typing

LOAD'progname” < ENTER >

type

CHAIN' progname” <ENTER>
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or just

CHAIN'"' < ENTER >

which LOADS and RUNs the next program on 

the tape.

Remember

1 The command SAVE “progname is 
’ used to SAVE a named program.

2. The program name must not be more 
than 16 letters long and can contain 
spaces or symbols, e.g.

SAVE'progname
SAVE"prog~name"

3. Be careful not to SAVE programs on top 
of other programs already recorded on 
a tape, unless you want to lose the 
programs you are taping over.

4. Be sure to wind past the plastic leader 
before you start to SAVE a program.

5. LOAD“” (with no space betw 
quote marks] tells the comnm the 
LOAD the first program it cn n° 
the tape. ' t0

6. The command LOAD“pr0fin 
used to LOAD a particular is 
computer will continue searchi ’ 
through the tape until it finds th § 
program you have asked for. θ

7. CHAIN“progname” will LOAD and 
then automatically RUN a named 
program. If the program name is 
missing, i.e. CHAIN“”, the compute 
CHAINS the first program it finds on 
the tape.

8. Keep a note of what is on your tapes b 
noting the number on the tape counted

9. CAT will check that your program has 
saved correctly and tell you what 
programs are on a tape. After verifying 
a tape, press < ESC > to get the prompt 
and cursor back.
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the end of Chapter 5 we left you with a 
How do you make this program print 

^1'0« many days old you are?

0 INPUT "Please type in your name 
"■nameS

ß c'Lg.pR|NT"Hello, ";name$
30 I|\)PUT"Now tell me how old you

are ";aQe
40 C LS
50 pRlNT"My goodness, hage;" years 

old!"
50 pR|NT:PRINT"You are much older 

than ME”
70 PRINT"! was only invented in 

1984!"
80 LET years = 50 - age
90 pRlNT;PRINT"Doyou realise that 

in only ";years;" years"
100 PRlNT"time, you will be 50 years 

old???!!!!"

the
adS ,yaar) ;and ÂÂ 

a new memory box, which we’ll call ‘days’:

11 0 LET days = age * 365

Ignoring leap years, this would mean that for 
meone who was exactly 10 years old (to 

make the maths easy!]:

days=10*365

therefore:

days = 3650

In other words, on your tenth birthday, you 
would already have lived for 3650 days!

All we need now, is one extra line to
PRINT this information on the screen:

Hopefully, you will have SAVEd this 
program on tape, so you can now load it in 
from cassette and LIST it.

From the hints we gave you, you know 
that you need to add two lines. The first

120 PRINT:PRINT"You have already
lived for ";days;" ays"

You can use the same, easy trick to 
convert days into hours - bearing in mind that
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then' are 24 hours in each day:

1 30 LET hours = days * ¿
i 40 PRINT' which equals an

■ '■ lini Ir‘S' I1OLII samazing znonrs,

Mindbender 7.1 ,
How would you exlend lhe program by 
four more lines Io make il pr.nl out the 
number of minutes and the number of 
seconds you have lived?

HINTS: there are 60 minutes in an hour 
there are 60 seconds in a minute.

To make it a bit more interesting, you 
could use the phrases in your PRINT 
statements, like “or a staggering” and 
"which means a mind-boggling .

Our suggestion is at the back of the 
book, but try to work out your own 
solution first. It’s easier than you think!

REM - which is short for REMark - allows 
you to add titles and remarks to a program 
listing that REMind you what it is about

You can put REM statements anywhere i 
the program, not just at the beginning. Try ° 
these extra lines:

REMarks
Now that you are typing in longer programs 
and (we hope] SAVE-ing your programs on 
cassette tape, it’s time to introduce the BASIC 
programmer’s best friend, the REM statement.

Add this line to your Age program, then 
type LIST, 50 to see what happens:

25 REM * Find out age * <EI\ITER> 
105 REM * Work out how many

days old * <ENTER>

Note that the stars aren’t really necessary. 
We put them in to make the REM lines easier 
to spot.

5 REM ***** AGE ***** <ENTER> You can also add a REM statement to the
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rogram Ηηθ· like this:
f a P108

pT hours = days * 24 : REM
Lt |ate the number of hours

remember to separate the

l30calcu

Pr°''id<înts with a full colon (:).
nvo s”16"1

imputer ignores everything on a 
The c t conies to a REM statement and 

line af*er 1 with the next program line. So the 
can’ieS Or\ine would not have any effect: 
following

6BEM clearthescreen:CLS 

t this one would (please type it in!):

θ cLS:REm clear the screen

son that the first version would not 
Îhe rea that when the Amstrad reaches line 6 
W°r d a REM statement, so it carries straight 
itfin ¿θ next program line - not realising that 
°n t0 . a CLS instruction at the end of line 6. 
thf'fvou put the CLS first, it carries that 
^traction out before meeting the REM 
statement and moving to the next program 

line·

RENUM(ber)
Although our Age program should now work 
quite well, because we have added so many 
extra lines, the line numbers look a bit of a 
mess, e.g.

5 REM ***** AGE *****
6 CLS:REM clear the screen

q0|NPUT"Pl
_ ;name$ ease type in you
^LS:PRint..Ho1i V0Urna-’"
25REM *Find θ °- "mameS

INPUT"m °uta9e *
are - age °W te" how old you

Never minrii v

«enum<ENTer> ,usltïpe

"oeuida r™pmX”X°p;he end cursor

LIST, 60 <ENTER>

and your program should now look like lhls:

10 REM***** aGE*****
20 CLS*.REM dearths30 IN PUT ' p??rthescreen

names tVpe ln vour name ”

ÍSStS:PRINT"He|lo. "names
50 REM-Find out age-
60 INPUT-Now ten me how old you 

are age

and so on. The RENUM command has 
renumbered the program, so that it not only 
looks more ‘professional’, but also leaves you 
more room to add additional lines if you want 
to.

If, instead of typing RENUM < ENTER >, 
you were to type
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benUM20.5- ENTkH ■

,.1||berenm.ib.™lslal'linS"1 
Your program J iUU] going up

·"« 20 "Ä Wn use 
*^^·***-

(■„.■liier be sure to 
JSK S............ .. “■    

SAsä“ 

should save you a lot of ίγ pi U . t

MEW ENTER '■
■ntbis new program, which could be 

then typen · ■ , mSoain for yourhandy if you are going to Spc

holidays:
'#*’£*#*

10 REM*** exchange
9 ø LET rate = 220
30 INPUT'How many pounds do you 

wish to change "¡pounds
40 LET pesetas = pounds * rate
50PRINT"For "¡pounds;" pounds 

sterling"
60PRINT"You will receive approx.

¡pesetas;" pesetas in Spain
70 PRINT"atthe exchange rate of 

¡rate;" pesetas"
80 PRINT"per pound sterling."

Now RUN the program and make sure it 
works properly. If it doesn’t check for typing 
errors!

The EDI!' keys
If you’ve typed the program in prop^j 
should wo-' k”':i ,""1 ■ '■ y 

[he screen! 11

We could improve ¡I a bit, by ;tddin, 
CLS instruction at the beginning and anti 
before it printsoul the information. ]ju( (]> 
lime, instead of adding, say, ls

25 CLS ENTER and, say, 
45 CLS ENTER

we'll EDIT a couple of CLS commands into tk 
existing lines. Learning how to EDIT is goin ’ 
Io save you a tremendous amount of typin§ δ 

later on!

Look at the top right hand corner of y0Ur 
keyboard. Can you see the keys with arrows 
printed on them? These are the CURSOR 
CONTROL keys that you use for EDITing 
programs.

o
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cursor to the riøtn u .
looks like this: end °f line 20’ s° it

20 LET rate = 220 ■

that a COPVoTthl r °VeS along the line’ n°Uca 

bottom Λθ

80 PRINT' per pound sterling 
20 LET rate = 220 ■

LIST the program and follow these
instructions carefully.

n Hold down the SHIFT key and press the UP 
ARROW key twice. The ‘COPY CURSOR’ 
separates from the main cursor (they both look 
the same). The copy cursor is placed over the 
first character in the line i.e. 8, leaving the 
main cursor behind like this:

(8]0 PRINT "Per pound sterling" 
READY

2) Continue holding the SHIFT key and 
pressing the UP ARROW key until the copy 
cursor is level with line 20 of the program, like 
this:

4) When a COPY of lhe whole line has 
fulleo? ? 5" bOttOnl °f the Program, type a 
full colon, followed by the command CLS

You should find that while line 20 at the 
top ot the screen remains as it is everything 
you type appears on the COPY line at the 
bottom of the program:

20 LET rate = 220:CLS

If you make a mistake, use the DELETE key to 
rub the wrong letter(s) out and re-type it 
correctly.

o) \\ hen you are sure that line 20 is correct, 
press

[2]0 LET rate = 220 <EI\ITER>

If you accidentally go too far, use the DOWN 
ARROW key to bring the copy cursor level 
with line 20.

3) Now use the key marked COPY to move the 

and LIST the program again to check that the 
new line 20 has replaced the old one.

Now make exactly the same alteration to line 
40, so that it reads like this:
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40 LET pesetas = pounds * ■ ate:CLS

icn’t it? Now RUN the program again, to X sure Everything is still working OK.

3) Now type the word ‘Sn ·
space. Hie line at the bolln^'Sl?’: 
should accept each lette^
like this: unti} Λ·η

yoiTcan use the cursor control keys and the 
COPY key to make practically any alteration 
you want - inserting, deleting or changing 
program lines.

Inserting letters or words is just as easy. 
Suppose you want to insert something in the 
middle of a program line. For example, let s 
insert the word ‘Spanish’ before the word 
‘exchange’ in line 10.

First, CLear the Screen for action and list 
the program again, with

CLS <ENTER>
LIST <ENTER>

Now follow these steps.

1] Use the SHIFT and up arrow to bring the 
copy cursor up level with line 10

10 REM*** Spanish

Again, if you make a mistake u 
key and type the letter(s) again c^^ 

4) Finally, use the COPY key tn 
of the old line 10 until it looks liftthe rest 

thiS:

10 REM —Spanish exch

and then press < ENTER > LIST th 
to check that everything is as Vou θ Ρ5Ο8^ 
then RUN it again, just to be sure' ntltt°be

Deleting
Deleting (or ‘Editing-out’) characters i 
easier than inserting. For example tn & 
the word ‘exchange’ from line 10, you^ftj 

1) CLear the Screen and LIST the prograin

2) Use the SHIFT and UP ARROW keys to 
the copy cursor level with line 10: 8et

Ï10 REM *** exchange ***

2) Use the COPY key to move the cursor along 
the line until it is in front of the first ‘e’ of 
exchange. The copied line at the bottom of the 
program should now look like this:

U0 REM *** Spanish exchange***

3) Use the COPY key until the cursor is on the 
first ‘e’ of ‘exchange’. The copied line at the 
bottom should now look like this:

10 REM*** 10 REM *** Spanish ■
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***

θ the SI IIFT and right arrow keys |() 
4) t,VVi °, rOpy cursor I o the spoce fol Io wi ng 
in°vel ¿‘exchange’. Nothing will have

on the bottom line, bul Hie old Hne 
1ι»ΡΡ0Πθ ahould now look like this: 
at the top M

pgjVI *** Spanish exchange

- ally, use the COPY key again, to copy the 
5) rin the jine. The line at the bottom should 
¿“look like this:

-10 REM*** Spanish ***■

wpress < ENTER > and LIST the program 
N° · Ymi have deleted the word ‘exchange’! 
again- i”

arp using the cursor control and COPY practice u»“ & .
s until you can use them to insert, change 

and delete characters without having to think 
about it.

Improvements
Our screen display still looks a bit untidy. For 
one thing, the first line is too close to the top 
edge of your TV screen. So let’s add a couple of 
blank lines before it starts printing:

,... _Sterl,n9- you Will"
60 PR I |\IT"rr

Peset a ¡ c- dpprrjx -Pesetas; pesetas m Spain"

If you can, bn sure to Savp tu 
b,ilOTe doing theXE‘ehX-d

Mindbender 7.2
tTe rtCÂ°nÂlter thÍS Pr°§ram
F u θΚ CONTROL keys and COPY 
key) to make it calculate and print the 
number of Italian lire you would get for 
British pound notes?

HINT: At the time of writing, vou would 
get 2395 lire for £1 sterling, so use rate 
—2395.

Don t forget to SAVE your answer 
before doing the next Mindbender.

Mindbender 7.3
If the bank gives 11.9 francs per £1 
sterling, how would you alter the program 
for a holiday in France? No hints this time 
because it’s so easy!

25 PRINT:PRINT
45 PRINT:PRINT

ENTER 
ENTER

Now use the cursor control keys and the 
COPY key - exactly as you’ve learned above - 
to edit some of the PRINT lines, so that the 
messages fit on the screen more neatly:

Our suggested answers are given at 
the back of the book, but you should be 
able to do these yourself!

50 PRINT "For ";pounds;" pounds
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Remember

1 REM enables you to add REMarks to a 
program, to help you REMember what 
you are doing. The Amstrad ignores 
everything else on the program line 
after it meets a REM statement.

2. You can use REM anywhere in the 
program, but if you use it in a mu ti 
statement line, be sure to make it the 
last item in the line - like this:

50 CLS : REM clear the screen

3. RENUM (start at), (step) enables you to 
renumber your program from line 
number (start at), in increments of (step) 
lines, e.g.

RENUM 100,5 < ENTER

will renumber the program, starting at 
line 100 and going up in steps of 5. So 
the program will start with line 100, 
then go on 105, 110, 115, 120, etc.

4. RENUM is very useful fOr ‘ 
gaps between lines’ when 
adding several more lines in u 9re 
existing program lines. betwe6ri

5. The four arrow keys on the t 
corner of the keyboard are cab 
cursor control keys. °'

6. To edit a program, you first LIST th 
program (or just the line(s) yOu aphe 
interested in). Then use the up a j 
down arrow keys together with SHIP 
key to position the copy cursor ljn FT 
the line you want to edit. θ °n

7. Use the COPY key to copy the parts 
the line you want in the new line T * 

you want to 
insert and use the SHIFT and right 
arrow keys to skip over any character 
that you don’t want.

8. Press ENTER> to confirm that you 
have finished editing the line.



fore we look at some more important 
tc commands we shall take a break and 

-ment with some of the modes and 
eXperl commands on the Amstrad, 
colour cu

Your Amstrad is able to work in three 
ent MODES, numbered from 0 to 2. 

differ MODEs affect what you can do on the 
TTeS® the colours you can use and what size 
scree’can be printed. Only one mode can be 

used at any one time.

Up to now, you have been working in 
/iODE I - This is the default mode - which 
eans the mode you get when you first switch 

H^the computer and you haven’t asked for 
anything in particular.

In MODE 1 up to 4 of the 27 colours can be 
used at any time. This mode uses ‘normal’ 
sized letters - 40 of these will fit into one line 
across the screen and it gives you 25 lines.

In MODE 2 up to 2 of the 27 colours can be 
used at any time. This mode uses very small 
letters, so 80 characters will fit across the 
screen and it gives you 25 lines.

, ln ,MODE 0 UP ,0 16 of the 27 colours can 

letters m°de Uses verV bi°
screen and Si2'’ Characlers wil1 fil “cross the 

n and it also gives you 25 lines.

Fia, ÍS a ChOÍCe Of 27 ink col°urs. See 
th! r ! i f°ra]comPlete hst of ink colours and 
the related ink numbers.

RODI°Uchange the colour of the 
BORDER, the PAPER or the PEN all 
independently of each other. The BORDER is 
the area surrounding the PAPER. The PAPER 
is the area inside the BORDER where
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characters can appear. The PEN is the colour 
of the characters.

When you first switch on the computer 
you will find the BORDER and PAPER 
colours are both blue and characters in yellow 
(PEN).

You can change the border colour by 
using the BORDER command and any of the 
ink colours shown in Figure 1 (page 50).

Now type in:

ORDER 1 6 and press <ENTER>

You will see the border colour is changed 
from blue to pink. If you refer to Figure 1 you 
will see that ink number 16 is pink.

You can also make the border colours 
flash alternatively between the two colours.

l^gure 2 (page 5oJ 
pen/paper numbers and m 8 the 
(numbers) colours availa 7 ass0cM r)f 
Ihroe modes. You w¡n'f‘anbJ^n 

understand by using the Pa ηθ98ΐθΓ t 
commands. a

Type in:

PAPER 2 and press <EnTer

If you refer to Figure 2, you’ll 
the PAPER/PEN column and -f J‘ Ses 2 uh(l 
along the same line in MODE i i n°w re 
see the ink number is 20. If you í^n 
Figure 1, the ink colour chart Vni is bright cyan. ’ y°U fin¿

If you clear the screen (CLS m 
you’ll find the paper colour has ch^^ 
blue to bright cyan, leaving the ηΡη r8KdfroiH 
colour still in yellow. ciIaracter'j

Now type in:

BORDER 1 6,26 and press < ENTER>

Now type in:

The ink number 16 is pink and 26 is white, 
so the computer is flashing pink and white 
border colours alternatively.

You can change the paper or pen colours 
by using PAPER or PEN commands. There is a 
total of sixteen pens/papers available on your 
Amstrad. They are numbered 0 to 15. These 
numbers are not the colour numbers shown in 
Figure 1.

If you can again refer to Figure 2, you’ll 
see 3 under the paper/pen column and if you 
read along the same line in MODE 1 column 
you’ll see the ink number is 6. If you now look 
a t Figure 1, the ink (number) colour 6 is bright 
red.

Type in the program below, to see what 
the different MODEs are like and to see all the 
available colours in each of the three inodes.
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re still using CLS and NEW, aren’t 
you ar

cl.« *** MODES & COLOURS ***
10FtE de 1
20 ¡NPUT "Which MODE (0 to 2 only) 
30-choice

ih mode choice
0 fqR pennumber = 0 TO Ί 5

PEN pennumber
PRINT "This is PEN number

2 " pennumber;" in MODE";choice

gØPRiNT
90 NEXT pennumber

NoW RUN the program using each of the 

three modes.

You can see that the letter sizes are 
different in each mode.

MODE 1 uses normal sized letters 
MODE 2 uses very small letters 
MODE 0 uses very big letters

You should have also seen the available 
colours under each of the modes.

How it works
Let’s see how the Modes & Colours programs 
works.

Line 20 - CLears the screen and puts the 
computer in MODE 1. There is no need for a 
CLS instruction here, because whenever you 
change the mode the screen clears 
automatically.

Line 30-Waits fnn 
number.Thenumbt y0U tO type in a 
‘choice’. Γ ls stored in a variable

ohosenTnltae^“ Nm'he X15 t0 ,he n“mber 

choice is used “ h°W lhe va™b'e

loop. Wil θ'
later on It fPPZ ? ?Ops in more detail 
memory box abeX θ' X “ ‘° 15 into a 
nspd m I· xlaPelled pennumber which is 
used m line 70 to set the pen colour.

Line 60 - Selects the pen colour.

bv th^PFN ~ PrÍntS ! meSSage in a colour 
! ; ™ command in line 60 within a

selected MODE.

Line 80 - Prints a blank line.

The 27 colours available are listed in 
Figure 1, each with their INK reference 
number.

Mindbender 8.1
Why did all the lines in MODE 2 print in 
one colour (i.e. in Yellow)?

HINT: How many ink colours in MODE 2? 
(see Figure 2 then Figure 1.)

And why did it miss out all the even pen 
numbers i.e. 2,4,6 etc?
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Iï4ind rmníyoü? own short program to 

T he Amst-ad colours in MODE 0. 
±TampA”:t the back of the book.

Remember

1 The Amstrad has 3 screen MODEs. 
‘ These are numbered from 0 to 3.

2. MODE 0 is the only mode which uses

the most colours (16 of the 27 
colours) including the flashin^1^ 

8 ones
3. The BORDER command is u 

change the border colour to a to
27 colours shown in Figure i

4. The PAPER/PEN Number R , 
change either the paper or the t0 
colours. Pen

5. Changing mode in a program cle 
screen - just as if you’ve typed CLS

MAIN COLOUR CHART INK COLOUR

Ink
Number

Ink
Colour

Ink
Number

Ink
Colour

Paper/ 
Pen No. Mode i% Mode 1

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1 1
12
13

Black
Blue
Bright Blue
Red
Magenta
Mauve
Bright Red
Purple
Bright Magenta
Green
Cyan
Sky Blue
Yellow
White

14
1 5
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

*

Pastel Blue
Orange 
Pink
Pastel Magenta 
Bright Green 
Sea Green
Bright Cyan 
Lime Green 
Pastel Green 
Pastel Cyan 
Bright Yellow 
Pastel Yellow 
Bright White

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
1 1
12
13
14
1 5

1
24
20

6
26

0
2
8

10
12
14
1 6
18
22

Flashing 1,24
Flashing 1 6,1 1

1
24
20

6
1

24
20

6
1

24
20

6
1

24
20

6

1
24

1
24

1
24

24
1

24
1

24

24
1

24

Figure 1: The INK numbers and colours Figure 2: PAPER/PEN/MODE/INK reference
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Chapter 9
Round and round

we get back to some simple BASIC 
Nu7s very important that you try to 

'v°rk‘ hand this chapter, where we are going

previous chapters, you have used
2? to make the computer repeat a section 

GoTU m The computer has then continued 
of pr°rne the program until the ESCAPE key

twice.

lliere are better ways to make a program 
at without using GOTO. In fact, using

^nTOin big programs makes them difficult to 
fallow so try to use GOTO as little as possible.

FOR/NEXT loops
This first command to help us repeat a section 
f program uses two special lines which allow 

vou to control how many times you want the 
section repeated. Instead of using a long- 
winded way of talking about ‘repeating 
sections’ we shall use the word loop from now 
on.

10 REM ***
20 MODE 1

Loop ***

Try this example of a loop. Remember to 
type NEW and CLS. You are used to it by now 
but might be getting a bit lazy!

30 FOR a=1 TO 20 
40PRINT"Loop ";a
50 NEXT a 
60 PRINT'Tinished the loop."
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With a FOR/NEXT loop, you have
i Λ-nntrnl over the number of times 

C°mething will happen. This program prints 
"he word Loop' (with a number after it) 20 

times.

At the very top of the loop - line 30 - the 
soecial FOR command is used. At the bottom 
of the loop - line 50 - the special command 
NEXT is used. FOR and NEXT always go 
together, so such loops are called FOR/NEXT 

loops.

Line 30 really means, ‘do the program up 
to the NEXT line 20 times’. The numeric 
variable ‘a’ keeps count of how many times the 
loop has been done, so it is called the count 
variable. You can see that ‘a’ is printed in line 
40 after the word Loop.

The BASIC word TO is used to tell the 
computer how many times to do the loop. FOR 
a=l to 50 means, ‘do the loop 50 times . Note 
also that because computers often start 
counting at number 0 (zero) instead of 1, the 
line:

FOR count = 0 to 50

means, in effect, ‘do this loop 51 times , 
because there are actually 51 numbers 
between Θ and 50. So if you wanted it to do 50 
loops, starting at 0, you would have to type:

FO R count = 0 to 49

Mindbender 9.1
Now you try writing aDr
out the word ‘HellO’ and Pin
times. y°Urnam

e is
HINT: You will need toaltp ..

40 in the above pro8r¿es 3»

Times tables
This next short program, prints 
tables’. You choose which table is t ΐθ 
from outside the program using J? ,e PrimL 
INPUT. Try it first, then we’ll haver °ld '«Í 
how it works. a *°ok

10 REM ***
20 MODE 1

TIMESTABLES***

30 PRINT'TIMES TABLE PRcn
40 PRINT ROgRAM
50 INPUT' Which ‘X times table·, 

want "number a°Vou
60 CLS
70 PRI NT"This is the "number- 

times table."
80 FOR n=1 TO 12
90 PRINT η;" x "¡number;" = "¡ 

n*number
1 00 N EXT n
110 PRINT
1 20 PRINT "Press a key to restart"
130 G$=IN KEYS
135 IF G$=""THEN GOTO 130
140 RUN
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rkS
^rani uses many of the BASIC 

Süspr Hs that yon have studied so far. Line 
ro^1110 vour choice of times table in the 
50 storeSvariable ‘number’. Line 80 tells the

to do the loop 12 times. You can try 
t more than 12 if you like.>ng 1

. θ gø looks complicated but if you study
L muy y°u wiI1 see that k prints both the 

jtcar j its answer. The answer is the ‘n * 
sum , t> ‘n’ fs the loop number and the 
1111 R6 r’ is the value you INPUT at line 50 
‘nuniDel

T et’s imagine that you had selected the 5 
table (making ‘number’=5) and the loop 

timASpached, say, its 6th time round (making n 
had r gß would then first PRINT the

’ 6 (the value of ‘n’), followed by ‘x’, 
^wed by 5 (the value of ‘number’], followed 

followed by 30 (which is the result of ‘n 
by " ’, ern When n = 6 and number = 5 ‘n * 
number’ becomes 5 * 6 - which equals 30!

jsjext time round, ‘n’ will become 7 and 
■ umber’ stays the same (5). So ‘n * number’ 
will equal 7*5 = 35- which is what Line 90 

will print.

Perhaps you could change the program so 
that it uses some colour. By now, you should 
know how to use the PEN/INK commands in 
the 3 MODES available.

Shooting stars
This program below uses a loop to move a star 
across the screen. Try it.

10 REM *** Shnr>+
20 MODE 1 °Ot,rN stars
30 CLS

60 PRINT "*" ,12

90 NEXT column

Wha?hnapZXhTL,hiSRPr08ram

lines down from the top o^e WsXT “

Which starts by making ‘column’ = 2, then 3,4, 
5, etc until it reaches 40.

So the value of ‘column’ in lines 50 and 70 
also starts at two, then increases to 3,4, 5, etc. 
The effect (in line 60] is that a star is printed 
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first in column 2, thon in columns .3, 4 ·,. me 
unhl ¡I reaches .mlmnn 40-whmh m ihe 
furthest riyhl-hnml column m MOPI· 1. ( In 
other modes, the maximum column number 
might be 20 or 80)·

Line 80 prints a blank space where the 
previous star had been printed. If you try 
leaving line 80 out you will end up with a hue 
of stars printed across the screen. By rubbing 
out the previous star after the new one has 
been printed, you get the effect of a star 
moving across the screen.

Now you see it ...
The star is rather fast! You can slow it down by 
putting a delay loop inside the first loop. This 
goes after the star has been printed and 
rubbed out from its last position, so add the 
line:

85 FOR delay =1 TO 100: NEXT delay

This will slow down the star. Experiment 
with different values in line 85. Instead of 100 
you might try 50 then 200 and so on.

Placing one loop inside another like this is 
OK, but the two loops must not overlap. The 
second loop must start and finish inside the 
first.

"'<”nenL¡n(:u,npil|(!r(( 
slow!

So you will of |er] 
find a way of speedin 
scientific way of testing 
is really faster than another ‘ 
command.

v r'”h(
■ r

""SS "Μ I.T 
ί!Γ(*Τ; rru" 

USln8thJlS

Built into your Amstrad is 
accurate timing mechanism whi í?“* 
every 300th of a second. ][ keeps Uf)<Ut 
the elapsed time since the compm Μ 
switched on. 1 tervvas

You can note the time you st 
finished an operation within yOu U and 
The calculated difference betweeTh 8ΓδΠ1· 
noted times should tell you how m tw° 
hundreths of seconds the specific· tJlree 
took. C °PeratiOn

Let’s try it in your Shooting star? n 
by adding these four lines: pro§rarnt

35 STARTTIME = INT(TIIV1E/30O1
1 00 ENDTIME = (TIME/300) ’
110 ELAPSE DTI IVIE — EN DTI MF 

STARTTIME
120 PRINT ELAPSEDTIME;"seconds

Experiments in TIME
When you start programming arcade games, 
the speed at which things move across the 
screen will become very important. Although 
BASIC probably seems very fast at the

Note that to turn the time into seconds, you 
need to divide it by 300. The effect is to time 
how many seconds it takes for the star to move 
across the screen. RUN the program a couple 
of times and note the time down.
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ove the delay loop, by deleting 
program again a few times

«5. RurJ ‘ ay vary fractionally).
lUe m
(th0 way we could speed the

is th^re θ*θη more? Well, yes - if you 

.,,„^'¿'1 doing a bit more work.
J n't

in the same way that you don’t 
FirstlV’ - c]ude the word LET in lines 

heve

ijl<e:
cT qT ARTTIME = (TIME/300)

36 LEI =>'

,-dn’t bother to include it above) you 
[So We dl,eave out the name of the count 
can als° r a fjeXT statement. So see if it 
var¡able a difference to the timing if you 
makeS Tne 90 to read just: 
change hne

90 NEXT

faster? In a small FOR/NEXT loop like 
IS'taripthe difference is probably very small, 
this on , _ gay from 1 to 1000, it couldhut in a big mop j
„Kean enormous difference.

The other thing worth trying is to use the 
cursor and copy keys to EDIT line 40 to make 
it one long multi-statement line, containing the 
whole of the FOR/NEXT loop, and separating 
each of the statements with full colons (:) like 

this:

40 FOR column = 2 TO 40: 
LOCATE column,1 2: 
PRINT

ΡΚΐ^ΤΤΕ''θΙυ,ΊΊη~ΊΊ2:

Don t forppt fr» i i
before you R un thTpio®^;M·70 and w

As you progresé“c be wron8!
8reat deal of nonsense“ XdV™ h“r a
Programmer's - and XI k by other

~„egs and

Some People.s ideas «¿»«»her.

To be sure - be scientific! Make up a little 
test program to find out whether it is really 
worth doing... don’t let even the greatest 
boffins on the Amstrad persuade you that 
SUBROUTINES are better than GOTOs or
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n„ have tested it for yourself. 
ÄÄ they are sometías wrong!

WHILE . · · WEN° wav of making a loop, 
nds that many

Xr BASICS do not possess.

........ ......................................................................  

while I am at the shops...

W,.|| the Amstrad can bo told to do thing

Ä »ül ■■ 'peciíiod condition ,, mel. 
•ihe next program „ill help you to so« what 

we mean.

Line 50 (which is inside m· 
to the value of a’. So when th , lo°Dl 
(a=0J, it makes a=0+l, which θ °°PsSf % 
time round, ‘a’ already equals?^ 1 V 
a=l+l which makes it 2. The iIt b ».w
already now equals 2, ‘a’ bern^ 1Γϊ1θ 
which makes it 3, and so on esa=2-qSlt x X · x ÿ

Line 60 simply PRlNTs the V 
that you can see what is hannPni 9 Ue°f‘a’ opening %s0

Remember - when you use WH|I 
must have some condition after it ^.it

Try changing line 40 to-

40 WHILE a<20

or any number you fancy.

10 REM ***
20 MODE 1

WH ILE/WEN D loop ***

30 a=0
40 WHILE axW
50 a=a+1
60 PRINT a
70WEND
80 PRINT "Finished"

Notice that we have slopped using lhe 
word LET. You can add LET to the beginning 
of lines 30 and 50 if you prefer.

Cacaphonics
Below is a program that makes a horrid n ■ 
until you press the ESCAPE key. It usesth'86 
SOUND command. e

Although we will not have the space to 
study the SOUND command in depth in this 
book, we shall use the command to make more 
sounds later in the book.

Be careful not to make any typing 
mistakes.

At the beginning of the program the 
variable ‘a’ is made equal to zero. The 
computer is then asked to repeat all lines 
between the word WHILE and the command 
WEND while ‘a’ is less than 10.

10 MODE 1
20 WH I LE ΤΙ Μ E > 1 000
30 SOUND 1,1 5,RND(255),5
40 WEND
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p/WEND loops are very useful 
can make the computer do 

cause y0^ntil something else happens. This 
Nethirlg mt of control over the program. 
S°V voU a101give* Y ______ ---------------------------------- __

9 2
MindbeI]d you alter the Shooting stars 
RoW cou hat it uses a WHILE/WEND 
P^iead of FOR/NEXT?

YoU will need to combine Shooting 
stars with some of the ideas in the 
•WHILE/WEND’ program.

«•riitbender 9.3
r4int experts’ seem to believe that

F/WEND loops are far superior to 
h humble FOR/NEXT loop. Use the 

TIME command to test whether your 
Ηγττπ E/WEND loop is in fact faster than

FOR/NEXT version.

Which version of the program would 
ou think uses the least memory? Each 

character in your program [including 
spaces} occupies approximately 1 byte of 
memory.

Mindbender 9.4
Make the computer print the 12 times 
table. Use a loop.

Mindbender 9.5
Use the loop to print your name 200 times

Remember

each XT"·WHh™® sPaœ between

Mindbender 9.6

T ‘° 1000 and How long does itbtakJ™e th® computer, 

answers T of the Po^We 
this book. θ’16 PTOblems at the and of

1 · A program can be made to repeat a 
section as many times as you want by 
using a LOOP. y

2. One type of loop is the FOR/NEXT loop.

3- The FOR/NEXT loop uses a numeric 
\ ai lable to count how many times it 
repeats the required program 
instructions. This is called the count 
variable.

4. The FOR command is the start of the 
loop. All program lines after the FOR 
and betöre the NEXT are repeated.

5. The count variable can be omitted after 
the NEXT command. The loop runs 
faster.
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I OK. \i loops normaux increase me 
count X ariable bx 1 ea< h time the loop 
goes round But you < an make it go up 
bx aux other number bx spex dying a

! Pczoe c FOR pitch = 1 1X1255

” use the (
“’’""'hemimberof ,
(,f “ S,:"’Ild'hnthavn κ'^’Ήκΐ/"

~ FOR NT XT loops can be placed inside 
each other These are called nesting' 
loops. You must be caref ul to close the 
inner loop with a matching NEXT, 
before you close the outer loop. e.g.

while,wKNi
that a section is renpnt । 
particular condition L?'u

10. In a line such as

1 0 F O R X = 1 to 1 0
20 PRINT outer loop running
30 FOR y ~ 1 to 3
40 PRINT inner loop running
50 NEXT y.x

Note that the inner loop (y) has been 
closed first in the NEXT statement. If 
you put the letters the other way round, 
the program would crash. Try it!

10SOUND 1.15,200 5

the numbers mean:

SOUND channel. Tone Period 
dura ion, and Volume, where 
usually 1 to ? (see User lastrar tir θ1 is 
volume is normally 15 (loudest 
half volume), Tone can be from a t (7 is 
4095 (highest note), and duration ° 
fromlto 255 inl00thofaseûXC^be 
Chapter 6 of your User Instruction^ 
details. Onsfor
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Chapter lø
Decisions. •jiecisions

day y°u make decisions. That is, 
Eve^y t0 ¿o something. Computers can 

u deC1 jeCisions, which is what makes 
’1* powerful. 

tbein
we make a decision we often say 

^hemething happens, THEN I will act.
that IF ®°rs use the words IF and THEN as a 
CoII1Pf the BASIC language. An everyday 
part oi t ht be IF you have permission, 
exaflJP eoU may g° out to play’In BASIC the 
T mFN statement means IF something is 
F rUEN do something.
true

hort program will show you how 
iF/THEN statements work.

10 [VlDUE 1
N PUT" Press 1 or2",number 

30|Fnumber=1 THEN PRINT'Number
Γ

40 IF number=2 THEN PRINT 'Number
2"

50 END

This program is very simple and should 
be easy to understand. Line 20 uses INPUT to 
wait for a number to be typed. The number is

t0 make a

greater than 2 what ha PmS a numker that is 
“h- acts in lines 3« ahnX“?,?a “"Wer 
0Γ 2 (atto «he lines tel|0'

Logical operators«SSS,·.
less than, smaller than 
greater than, bigger than 
> not equal to, not the same as

Signs like these are called logical operators 
ecause they help the computer work out the 

logic of what you want it to do.

Random selection
The IF/THEN statement is used in a lot of 
computer programs, especially in games. You 
can use all of the commands learned so far to
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make a simple guess-the-number game. Before 
you type in the program let’s have a look at 
one more command - the command RND.

RND is used to make the computer pick a 
random number. This is very much like you 
pulling a piece of paper out of a bucket of 
pieces with numbers written on them. You are 
never sure which number will turn up. You 
may know the lowest and the highest number, 
but it would be difficult to predict which 
number will come out of the bucket next.

computer can choose anvn
I ry changing the prograJ?4Ulïlber fr 
computer picklarge¿u^o;nake'»?l|,ii(

What happens if you ] 
colon at the end of ljne 30?'eave out 

s^i.
Guessing game
Now type in the next prOKram T 
than those you have tried so?’ U is a bit । 
uses RND and IF/THEN. Trv t Pr0o 8(1 
it ‘works’. y to Μ 0 k.'Yr,

1 how

You call this type of number a ‘random’ 
number — a number picked out entirely by 
chance. To make the Amstrad choose a 
random number, we use the RND(X) 
command, where [X] specifies the range of 
numbers it is to choose from.

Have a look at the program below. It 
shows how the computer can pick a random 
number.

10 MODE 1
20 FOR go=1 TO 10
30 PRINT INT(RND(1 )*10)+1 ;
40 NEXT go
50 END

When we ran the program, it printed the 
following numbers 1 75764988 5. The 
numbers chosen when you run the program 
will be different.

Notice how the limit of 10 is placed after 
the RND command. This means that the
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pfM ’* Guess the number **
20 1
3®^ber=INT(RND(1).20)+l 

ppi NT "Guess the Number
?ø PRINT '· have chosen a number " 
Ù PRINT It is between 1 and 20 ' 
_0 WHILE GUESS number
90 INPUT "Your guess is " ; guess

100 goes=g°es+1
110 IF guess> number THEN
1 pRlNT' Sorry, it is smaller."; 

SOUND 1,15,15,10
-120 |F guessc number THEN 

pRlNT' Sorry, it is bigger.":SOUND 
1,30,1 5,10

130 WEND
140 PRINT "WELL DONE!! You took 

";goes guesses."
150 pRlNT' The number was "number
1 60 FOR sou=4 TO 200 STEP4: 

SOUND 2, sou,1 5,1 :NEXT sou
170 END

rUN the program. If it does not work, 
check your typing.

How it works
You should be able to see how the program 
works. The computer chooses a random 
number in line 40 and stores it in a memory 
box labelled ‘number’.

The WHILE/WEND loop makes sure that 
the computer does not print the ‘Well done’ 
message while you have not guessed 
correctly. The IF/THEN lines check your

goes’ k(
)VV|I .........  varmble
W '""''V gees you have

Ute end of the t) ■ 'r 1Slf,g sound at 
FOR/NEXT loon. ΝοΗι'Γ.ΡΓ<ι’Γ1ΐΙί:(κ1 by fl 
command STEP in *i Ult ,b‘s uses the 
rise in steps of 4 numb θ P¡tCh °f ‘he sourid 
Plays pitch 4 then nil l ^ 'L” Ιΐ,η(" So’first ¡t 
You want to experim^i ■’ ' æ" P‘tch 12’ etc-11 
size a different η u ’ ‘y making the STEP 
U * Andorn step Size,uSin¡U θ'™ make

STEP 1=INT(RND(1)*10)+1

or any other number in the brackets.

Can Ph qUÍte un eaSy Pr°8ram to improve 
you change the colour? How about a 

larger spread of numbers?

Computer sulks
So far we have only used numbers in IF/THEN 
statements. It is also possible to use letters or 

ords. Have a look at the program below. This 
a simple example of an IF/THEN statement 

using a string variable.

1 0 REM *** Sulker ***
20 MODE 1
30 WHILE answer $< > "YES" AND 

answer $<> "NO"
40 IN P UT "Do you like the Amstrad 

(YES OR NO) ";answer$
50 WEND
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60 IF answer$="YES" THEN
PRINT "You are my friend for life." 
ELSE PRINT "See if I care! I shall 
sulk."

70 END

This little program has a few special lines 
in it. Look at lines 30 to 50. What do you see?

A WHILE/WEND loop is used to make 
sure that the computer only accepts ‘YES’ or 
‘NO’ as an INPUT. This is very useful and 
makes sure that the computer will keep asking 
the question until the person using it types in a 
valid answer. In this program either ‘Yes’ or 
‘No’ would be valid answers.

Line 60 is an IF/THPm 
stnng variabl^ NoticeZ^at^ 
quote marks(“”J, just WJrJ '

--sign lt to a va» «hen you

There is something SDpr,· 
have spotted in line 60 - Z 1 that Yon 
is a BASIC command tha WLOrd e£ > 
IF/THEN statement. It meamt?6 USed uS 

condition is not true, THEN H Ip the 
ELSE (or different], do SoHiethiriü

Ö

Look at the following Drnop 
IF/THEN ELSE to check an inp¿t “ s

10 REM*** Sumstest***
20 MODE 1
30 goes=0
40 PRINT "ARITHMETICTEST·.
50 WH I LE goes < 1 0 ’
60numberl=INT(RND(1)*5OUl
70 number2=INT(RND(1)*5ßL '
80 PRINT "What is the answer o - 

numbed;" + ";number2 1
90 INPUT "Type your answer "■ 

answer
1 00 goes=goes+1
110 IF answer=number1+number2 

THEN PRINT "CORRECT" ELSF 
PRINT "WRONG"

1 20 P RI NT "Press a key for the next 
sum"

130 G$=INKEY$: IF G$=" THEN 130
140 WEND
1 50 PRI NT "This is the end of the 

test."
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straight-forward program, so you 
^ftis is a to follow how it works. Notice 

X^f th® deCÍSÍOnS are made Ín 1Íne 110’ 

h°'V . Essing is a way of counting how 
What 1S „„ correct. So make these changes 
v sums are c
p^ara'

eS=:0:right=0
309 % anSVver=number1 +number2
1 THEN PRINT "CORRECT" rights 

right+1 ELSE PRINT "WRONG" 
PRINT "You scored ";right;"

16 out of 1 0"

appearing in colour L^k ίίθ messages 
8 to remind yourself ho°w it Ts dine.

own program by makingT”* y°Ur 
improvements aS“Sl 7^ 

why not add the SOUND ®XamPle’ You used in GuessT that

learn a lot bv eben Y°U can
Ot by changing programs.

Remember

/•gilbender 10.1
^"programsti!1 needs 10ts°f t 
"movements. You can make a few 
irnP elf. For instance, stop it printing the 
y°urS on line 120 when the test has 
mS Putin a line tO make K dispJay the 
score out of 10 after each answer.

HINT PRINT "Your score so far is 
"¡right;" out of ";goes

If you cannot work out where the line 
„OPC have a look at the back of the book.

How about making the screen clear 
after each sum? Where would you place 
CLS to make it clear the screen?

I'Scei'fó™ENS,“iS-d-»^e

2· ÍS a test·IF the statement is
rue, THEN the rest of the line is acted 

upon.

3· " ° v ELSE Can be used in an
lb /1 HEN statement. It makes the 
computer do something different IF the 
condition is NOT true.

4. The usual symbols to use for testing are 
> (greater than], < (less than], = (is 
equal to] and < > (is not equal to]. You 
could also use <= (is less than or equal 
to] or > = (is greater than or equal to].
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5. IF/Tl IEN can also be used with AND 
and OR to test whether two things are 
true, e.g.

IF bullet = invader position AND fuel 
ØTHEN GOSUB ...

IF answerS - "Y" OR answerS = "YES 
THEN GOTO

WHILEAVENDcan ’ \
~'xPUT¡SKvh!1^d , 

WHILEanswerS ...Vc U
AND answers < '

WEND

6. RND chooses a RaNDom number. A 
number must be placed in brackets 
after RND, e.g. RND(20) means choose a 
number bet ween 1 and 20.
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Chapter 11
Using the LOCATE ran, 
- --------------—-Lft^^cominaiid

noter divides the TV screen into 
Υο^Γ c° rif] the size of which depends

»» ‘"'.^MODE you use.

nüE 1 the grid is 40 blocks acr°ss the 
In blocks down. Note that the blocks 

sCreen by

across are numbered 1 t

MonYhe Ten the blocks
aS Sh0Wn in «>θ diagram this

Printing!"very Where to start 

°f the block (or rectang?“, “ *he Position 
First you give it the top nÙZ* V^°rdinates- 
across the top of the TV Q (the distance 
it the side number (the dista θη ’ *ben you give 
screen], stance down the

1 2 3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

4 5 6 7 8 9 10.-..TO 40

Z

To 25 (In MODE 1 )

Have a look at the letters printed on the 
grid to see how this works, using the LOCATE 
command:
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posit'011 
positi°n

locate 1.1
LOCATE 6.5 

p;s,tionZ:EOCATE9.lO

Did y0U hOW "

using the ® you Io use
mhp nrogram beto svmbols on the
LOCATE to p|^ce|'™[h'1he numbers you type 
sXXmpX «in not check them.

IΠ♦ ‘ -Μ- -Μ- -Μ·10REM-TOCATE Positions

2J “POT1 The -st locate position

40 INPUT -The second locate position

50 ÍNPUT -The symbols or words 

are ";word$
60 CLS print word$
¡00ScmI ^3PPIN;'"Thelocate

P°/?mTfYS ÎÉ G$="" GOTO 90
90 G$=INKEY3> ir

100 RUN

Uns program uses commandS\Μ yo,u 
have used before. The three 
words are used in lines 70 and 80. See whal 
happens it you try Io PRINT wordsS on Ime 23. 
The message in program line «0 will 
write over it.

To continue, you simply press a key. The

effect of line 90 is to make the pro„ 
until a key is pressed. You may lik,.?'0 v^n 
method in your own programs. ' ° Ufif- IL,

What happens if you try to inpiJt ■ 
LOCATE positions - more than 4« 
more than 25 down the screen? And °’ 
happens if you try to print on the ?lt 
very bottom of the screen, e.g. LOCATE ' 
The problem is caused by the cursor ‘ 
re-appearing at the bottom and causing 
everything to scroll up a line. This can be ; 
nuisance.

LOCATE in other modes
If you use other MODEs, you will find that th 
number of columns across and lines doWn th 
screen are different. Below is a chart to help θ 
you remember the screen size for the different
MODEs

Mode 
0 
1 
2

Size
20 columns across x 25 lines down
40 columns across x 25 lines down
80 columns across x 25 lines down

FRE(0)
Would you like to know how many bytes of 
memory remain unused after you program?

You can find out the length of memory 
space available at any time by typing:

PRINT FRE(0)
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Re«”‘”"be
TE across,down enables you to 

1 L°CA formation at a particular point 

give the number of columns 
2 first yo θ screen, then the number of 

aCr0S down the screen. The two 
r°Wí Ωρς must be separated with a nUnrbers 
comma·

row and column numbers start at 1, 
3· trhe top left hand corner of the

5οΓθθη·

The number of columns across the
4 Lreen will be 1 to 20. 40. or 80 

depending upon the MODE you are
• σ In MODE 1 there are 40 columns 

USinqq the screen, numbered from 1 to

40.

*11 be nuXXdw" ">e screen 

25. depending UDOn it." IS lhe lop) 10 
us¡ng. In MODE 1 t h MODE Vou are 
down the screen θίθ are 25 
25. ’ numbered from 1 to

θ' h0W much free «

PRINT FRE(Ø)

7· ?U Cannot use “P all the memory j„st 
for your program or it won’t work. All 
programs need ‘head-room’ or 
‘workspace’ in which they store 
vanables and strings, and carry out 
calculations.
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<

Now you know 

anywhere on

"t'hJ’time'hàs come to 

.top V- !-a-de^e

A"— “ÄÄ' 

there is nolh'"g,‘" _ or can't work out wit a 
SÄ*-——·

lf y0U W“"i-s worîh spendins " Μ °f lime 

arcade games, m works. Almost
S,Udy±de X asís precisely the same 

Spies as .Ms simple prosram.

Two things to remember when (- 
in. First, yon don't need to type in the Rh 
statements, if you don't want to-they 
there simply to help you follow what 
does.

Secondly, to make it easier to follOwfJ. 
listing, we have put in a lot of blank lines y* 
must leave these out when typing in the ' 
program.

10 REM *** WORDZAP ***

30 MODE 1
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... get target word —

10 T "TvPe in a lon9

30 Tate 1 5.1 :PRINT words 
.Cl-Sl'0'0φ is any key pressed? —

cY(1)=0THENx=X+1:IF,40 'F 'ÄN X=35:GOTO 200: 
’m. Ridht Arrow

Γρυ (8)=0THEN x=x-1 :lF
50 |F THEN x=1 GOTO 2O0: REM

¡TkEY (47)=0THEN GOSUBte« 
IF ,l

γ-ι\λ *** Print gun
18øBEM

inCATEx,24:PRINT“î"
200 L7Xo η 40:REM Check key press
210 g01 

again
220 END
240 REM*** Fire bullet ***

FOR builet = 25 TO 1 STEP-1 
LOCATE X+1.bullet:PRINT

2gø LOCATE X+1-bullet:PRI NT " "
290 NEXTRETURN

Toplay the game, type in, say, your name 
when you are asked for a long word. Then use 
the LEFT and RIGHT ARROW keys to move 
the‘gun'. Press the SPACEBAR to fire the gun.

twice Tk°P §amn
■^tyP6 e^heE

cis L*Gy
enter

lo clear thn o
Creen and LlSTtk

How ¡I Works e ""’“'“'-i.
Line 30 _ nBin J

....
characters wide V°?E1 §ives yo^?S ChaPter, 

of the 27 colours’ av ? !ines d°W τ^θθ11
Chapter 8]. adable in this Mode 4

Line 40 — sets · ·
approximately half wT‘lial value of Xla- ^ynot Preci^:^-een (see

Line 90 _ USes jj^p
unT you have tyned in ° St°P the Program
used as a target Π * W°rd’ ^hichwill bT

Line 100 _ clear« tL„target word LOCATED^?/ΓτΗ Prints the

column 15 across the o lais means

change the 1 to a number sav lot I 
happens. It you want to use only’sTortToM^ 

to'say,ae ο“° C0Uld try Cha«^

Using INKEY(n)
Line 140 — is really 3 or 4 program lines rolled 
into one! First, it uses INKEY(l) = 0 to check 
whether the RIGHT ARROW key has been 
pressed. If so, it adds 1 to the previous value of X.
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, ... Uæ value of
WhentheganieshHl. . ( ( = H) NnX| Imie

round. X *s n l l'1U / ’ i χ becomes 16 + 
ARROW is slill is’wil| |)(· Io move lh<! 
20. etc. The el lec to ■ nch Hnæ ,h<;

,| χ has reached Ja. ·

37. 3». etc „¡.id. wouhl·^ 
hiind side of the screen, with disas 

results!

The ne 
the value o 
instruction

The reason lba( a maximum value of 35 
hns been used (and no! 40 as you might 
Pxnect) is to allow lor the width ol the gun 
_ which is effectively 5 characters wide.

To check the effect, replace line 140 with

140 IF INKEY(D=0THEN X=X+1 : 
GOTO 200

then be sure to put the line back to our way 
again!

Line 150 - checks whether the left arrow 
key has been pressed using INKEY(B) = 0. 
There is an explanation of what these 
INKEY numbers mean in Chapter 8, page 20, 
of your User Instructions.

IF the left arrow key has been pressed, 
THEN the value of X is decreased by one. The

effecl of this 
Io I ho Ιο)Ι·

will bo Io move lhe glJn,H)(;p|.

As with lino· 140, il is necessary |f) 
the gun moving oil the side of lhe screen T"'''1 
this lime, lhe left side. The lowest colmrir', 
number for a LOCATE slaloment is one (η , 
we slop X becoming 0, —1, —2, etc, by sayjf),, ' 
that IL'X is less than ( ^) one, THEN (LET] y

Line 160 - yet another INKEY staterrlf.rili 
This lime we check to see if the SPACEBAR ’ 
has been pressed, so we use INKEY (47J whif. 
Appendix HI, page 16, of your User Instructif' 
tells you is the number for the spacebar.If "y0'S 
were to change the number inside the bracket 
to, say, (53)-which is the INKEY number fOr'S 
the letter ‘F’ key, the bullet would fire only 
when you press the ‘F’ key.

As you can see, though the INKEY 
command looks complicated, it is really 
extremely easy to use. It has the great 
advantage over INPUT, that it doesn’t stop the 
program if no key is pressed, and you don’t 
have to press < ENTER > . This makes it a 
really useful command in fast-moving games!

How the gun moves!
Line 200 - prints one keyboard symbol, with a 
space on each side. The symbol is an upward 
pointing arrow head sign. You can find it 
beside the CLR key.

Of course, you could use any other 
characters, if you think they might look a bit 
more like a gun!
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blank space on either side of the 
Placing ane programming trick that might 
1 a cun1111 of Sundays to work out for 

S11” > a ‘”0"hich. like mosl reallV bri8ht 
^^utifuUy simP'e!

¡de&S’ hat it does - and you really must 
To see^N the program again, after 

mis " two spaces. Don’t bother to fire
tr mo^'lllg 14 trv moving it right and left. ..doit 

wading on.
r;ght

u see what happens? You get a trail 
Did y° f J So nOw you know what the 

of old bits o rub out any bits of the gun 
sPaCe u nîevious X position by printing a 
fromthe P over the end of the last position. 
blank spaC

u’ve probably guessed by now, we 
AShyOgUn by altering the X value in the 

inove tA® ° 24 statement. When the program 
L°c y L t8 (line 40) which is roughly 
starts. X" the screen, allowing for the 
halfway aciu= 
|> of the gun.

Y U might wonder why we didn’t set the
Y° n lower down, for example, on the 

gUn θτζθϋηβ - line 31. If you try it, you’ll see 
bott° ou run into rather annoying scrolling 
hJds' You may also discover a minor 

e blem if you set it on line 30, but you can 
overcome this one if you set the maximum 
movement left to 1 less than the present 35 
(line 140).

To make the game easier, you could 
reduce the second number in the LOCATE to,

SaV’25, which,

c sot iri 

ra’"8“ SUBROUTINE 
Line 260-is |h * 
comes into operali°" °* a sufTOuline lh 
lhe SPACEBAR. lhe m°ment you v'ess

Program within“ρΓθ^ °

subroutine by lhe°GOSUBSe"‘ ‘° ° 
1W). This is similar lo XS™mand (see line 

GOing to a SUBroutine the rn*“”* ’ha‘afler 
remember where it Y comPuter will 
and RETURN there after T™ ·Π pro8raia
instructions in the subrn T^"6 °Ul the 
RETURN instruction meeti"8 tha

compXrnisys°eU„urThe ShPACEBAR. «» 

the bull Pt Tk · r?Ae SUJroutine which fires
the bullet. Then it RETURNS to the main 
program to print the gun again.

You would normally only use a 
subroutine (rather than GOTO), when you 
want to repeat the same set of commands at 
several different places in the program. So in 
t lis particular case, where we are only going 
to the loutine from one point in the program 
(line 160) we could just as easily have used 
GOTO, instead of a GOSUB. We chose to use a 
subroutine here, mainly to introduce you to 
the methods.
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Firing the gun r/NEXT loop to count 
i ine 260 - uses a , . The STEP-1 command 
backwards from 25 tol-The 5,, (|w

means 'reduce the n_ |¡ke |he woy the 
loop goes round. U Veach |ime lt is 
SÄ th" number from 25 to 24.

Line 27a taíleUf you prrfer. you could

:Xdtt"to come out of the centre of 

the gun.
I ine 280 - prints a blank space over the 

eXSSSS» 

bullets. Try it and see.

95 PEN 1 : REM yellow

When the value of‘bu]]er 
the computer moves on to the L?Ch(*On 
statement on the line, which i d , if)ß 
This sends it back to where it & 
line 160, immediately after the fr°m Π 
instruction), so that it can carr 'fi'
next instruction in the main nl!" With thfl 

pi(Jgram. '
Adding colour
From what you learned in Chapter 
remember that the mode we are θ’ y°u 
1) allows us to use a total of 4 colours8eM°Dt: 
you have a colour monitor, you don’t ι?0, if 
stick to boring old black and white! 1 l°

The colours available in MODE

C o!o ur 
Blue 
Bright Yellow 
Bright Cyan 
Bright Red

1 are:
Pen/Paper 

0 
1 
2 
3

Let s stick to the yellow PEN colour f 
the moment and keep the target fwordsi Γ 
yellow. Just add this line:

Line 290 - uses NEXT to check whether 
the FOR/NEXT loop has finished. In effect, it 
asks ‘have I finished counting down from 25 to 
1?’ If it hasn’t (i.e., the numeric variable ‘bullet’ 
is still greater than zero), NEXT sends the 
computer back to line 260 which reduces the 
value of bullet by one again.

How do you think we can PRINT the 
in red? Easy, just find out which line printsth 
gun, then add the appropriate colour 
command (this time 3 for red) immediately 
before it. You can see from the REM lines that 
the gun is printed after line 180 - Ah! There it 
is at line 200... So now add:
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pEN 3'· «Μ red

e how useful those nicely spaced 
yol¡ aatements can be when it comes to 

s^ueratione to a program.

1113 T ipt’s change the bullet to cyan: 
finally’

r pPN 2 : REM white
255 Re·

, urogram again, to check that you are 
gllN jfh the colours so far.

frappe
about a nice, bright yellow paper?

0 r said, than done! A yellow paper is 
δ°Τ1 according to the chart above, so let’s 

pA u instruction just before we print the 
add r word$ - say, at line 93: 
target "

93 paper η. R 
background Vell°w

Now RUN th 
happ^g^a ln. OOOPSH!

br‘8ht ye|iow 0 “θ target? Obviously o„r

95PEN0REMb|ue

That should do it« If c. , 
bullets don't show up very wJi* Cyan
--θη.change lhemPto:7d^™your

255 PEN 3 : REM red
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Chapter 13
? Linesandpietu££?

Most homecomputerscan>maketa 

Xrå Wecallthe pictures made by 

computers graphics.
nte Amstrad can produce ve^oodds are 

SÄou have made

'Tabmtí'es MODES 0,1, and 2 are graphics 
Ä means you can draw hues and 

block in areas of colour using
MODEs.

TTie graphics screen grid is different to the text 
grid which you have been using to print letters 

and symbols on.

Look at the screen plan below. This is 
Mode 2 graphics screen plan. Can you see that 
there are 640 units along the top and bottom 
and 400 units up the sides? Another important 
difference is that the 0,0 position is at the 
bottom of the screen, not the top as it was 
when you used the LOCATE command.

Choosing a graphics MODE
The Amstrad uses up a lot of its memory in the 
graphics modes. So the finer the lines you 
want to be able to draw, the more memory is 
required.

For drawing really fine lines MODE 2 is 
best, MODE 1 is perhaps the best for making 
patterns with lines. In MODE 1 you can only 
use 4 colours; in MODE 2 you have only two 
colours available, but you have more memory 
to use. MODE 0 draws with thicker lines but 
allows you to use 16 of the 27 colours.
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ΙίΠ çtand a little bit about
uildXs you will find this chapterquite 

1Bordínatfhing to note is that the start of the 
c°'v. One J* for the graphics screen is at the 
eo'Ordinait hand corner. Look at the screen 

hottoin Aooendix VI of your Amstrad User 
%. In there are much more detailed 
Ltract10 is worth getting this out and 

having

10 REM *** Triangle ***
20 MODE 1 :REM any MODE 0to2
30 DRAW 0,400,1 :REM straight line 

from bottom left to top left in 
yellow colour

40 DRAW 640,0,3:REM straight line 
from top left to bottom right in 
red colour

50 DRAW 0,0,2:REM straight line from

tn set the computer to draw a line 
ivebaveW<“dothreethingS·

graphics MODE e.g. MODE 1. 
^iwhe computer where to DRAW from. 
2· i tHe computer where to DRAW to. 
3 Tell tne

the commands MOVE and DRAW to 
Ve UX a place and to draw to a place on the 
m°Ve The picture below will help you to 
^¿Tstand how to use DRAW command. 
Uft Teach command we place two numbers 
A θ rated by a comma. The numbers tell the 
sepaputer where to DRAW to on the screen. 
EnTer the following program, RUN it and look 

at the diagram below.

blue Colour botto'n left in
6®DRAW = lto

Ί000:|\ΙΕΧΤ
s^ondsbefore^hWai,sf°r3V2
,s displayed h prornPt cursor

•he loweXToPhe“'tí™ a trian8le *

graphic cursor to any point on the screen.

Drawing pictures
T ou can see that it is very easy to build up 
interesting drawings using the MOVE and 
DRAW commands. The following program 
draws a simple house. Try to follow where the 
computer is drawing to on the screen plan in 
your Amstrad User Instructions. If you 
understand how the co-ordinates are being
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170 DRAW 250,1 00
180 DRAW 200,1 00

Now you carry on with the program 
Make the computer draw a couple of 
windows. It is easier if your first draw it 
graph paper or a screen plan. °n

Saving space
You may be thinking that a lot of program 
lines will be used up if the drawing is 
complicated. This can be avoided by writing 
several instructions on the same program line 
Don’t forget that each instruction must be 
separated by a full colon (;).

The short program below uses the colon 
method, it saves space and computer memory,

used, try to write your own program that will 

draw a picture.

10 REM *** Draw a house ***
20 MODE 1
30 REM Draw a block
40 MOVE 150,100
50 DRAW 1 50,300
60 DRAW 450,300
70 DRAW450,100
80 DRAW 150,100
90 REM Draw roof
100 MOVE 150,300
110 DRAW 300,400
120 DRAW 450,300
130 REM Draw a door
140 MOVE 200,100
150 DRAW 200,200
160 DRAW 250,200

10 MODE 1
20 DRAW 640,400:MOVE

640,0: DR AW 0,400:
MOVE 320,0:DRAW 320,400:
MOVE 0,200:DRAW 640, 
200

Try the program. If you miss out the colon 
(:], the computer may become confused and 
give you an ERROR message. There are other 
ways of drawing things on the screen but they 
use commands that are too complicated for 
beginners.

Patterns
The next three programs are a bit more 
complicated than those you have seen so far. 
They use MOVE and DRAW to make patterns.
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in and see what they do. Number 3, 
rype a program that helps you draw 

- screen; read the instructions 
niCtUfeS 0 
’arefuUy-

10REM·** Pattern*·*
20 MODE 1
30 INK 0,20
40 x=640:Z=0:Y=400
50FORgo=0 TO2
gø FOR n=Z TO X STEP 40
70 MOVE n,Z:DRAW X,n
80 NEXT n
90 FOR n=X TO Z STEP-40
100 MOVE n,Y:DRAW Z,n
110 NEXT n
120 X=300:Z=1 50:Y=300
130 NEXT go
140 GOTO 140

-ÄÄ(11
64a,+1-

'i,'6’ gOi"S »

10 REM *** Draw it ***
20 MODE 1
30 X=320:y=200:REM Centre of screen
40 MOVE x,y:REM Start at centre of 

screen
50 IF INKEY(0)=0THEN Y=Y+1:REM

D RAW it !
ÀerscreènPr°8ram θ'““68 V°U ‘° DRAW ™

A program that uses straight lines to make 
curves! You may have done the same sort of 
thing with a pencil and ruler.

Gunshot!
next program is rather different...

10 *** Gunshot ***
20 MODE 1
anL^Kl'0'26:SPEED
40FORn=1 TO 60 INK7,7

Use the cursor control keys (the four 

SPACE bar“ r 1 T “ y0U h0ld d0™the 
E BAR while drawing, the line will 

disappear. You can press two keys at once to 
move diagonally. Try not to go off the edge of 
the screen or you may not find your way back 
onto it!

Remember that you do not have to 
include the REM statements, they are to help 
you understand the program. 10
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60XeKEY(2)=0THENY=Y+1:REM 

70 ¡ΐ INKEY(8)=0THEN X=X+1 :REM 

8Θ"ευ(ι)=0τηενχ=χ+τκεμ 

90 !f°NKEY(47)=ØTHEN C=3 ELSE

C=1:REM
Space bar alters colour to red

100 PLOT x,y,c:REM Plot line in colour 

C to position x,y
110 GOTO 50

colour of the line from blue to red 
hold down the SPACEBAR (key 47^' y()l) 
is drawn in red. ^‘8ΐίΓ1(;

To move round the screen, you 
centre, where ‘X’=320 and ‘Y’=2øø if drt al 
the RIGHT ARROW key (key i) ]in(, βζ0“ P'ess 

makes the variable ‘X’ become 320 +1 - , 
a line is drawn one small square to the" ' 2l'S° 
line 1ΘΘ. If you continue to press a key ·χ> * 
Ύ’ becomes smaller or larger. This uses 
precisely the same methods as you used to 
control the gun position in the previous
chapters.

Changing colours
So far, we have only used yellow and red as 
colours for our drawings. It is possible to 
change the colour of the lines but remember 
that only MODE 0 allows you to use 16 
colours. You will use the command to change 
graphics colours in the next chapter.

How it works
The drawing program uses INKEY to test for a 
particular key being pressed. The INKEY key 
numbers are given in your User Instructions 
on Appendix III, page 16.

PLOT X,Y,C is only another way of telling 
the computer to draw - ‘X’ and Ύ’ are 
variables, controlling the position on the 
screen. Can you see where X and Y are 
changed? ‘C’ is a variable that changes the
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R^ber
,^nFS Ød -2 are used for drawing lines 

1. screen. MODE 2 gives the finest
°n ς but has only two colours, MODE ø 
Upe& picker lines but uses all 16
colours.

The graphics screen is on a grid 640 
across x400 down.

The command to move to a position on 
3' the screen is MOVE x.y, where x and y 

are numbers telling the computer the 
co-ordinates to move to.

the screen i"DRAW xj0 a POSltion ™ 

Placid i™ progrel Rn °" be 
-'action is s2paral-deb“:^-ch 

" ‘° test for a

see on Appendix Ing Pressed· Details A-tradtt^^fthe
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Αρρθη^'χ

W following two programs are very 

them in you must take 
exlra care not to make a mistake. Findmg

mis..
used to looking

....... - those you have seen in this 
long, compared to those y

book. When tyP‘^‘—mis'take .Finding
, tike a long time if you are not

mistakes can L θ program. Jt

might be best if æ LOAD it later
program al a ρ.θ listing. In this way

become too bored with typing 

them out.
The first program is based upon the board 

game. Mastermind. You have to guess; the 
sequence of coloured pegs under a cover a the 
top of the games board. The computer displays 
a board plus your attempts to discover the 
colour code. Full use of colour is made in this 
program; the game is very attractive and fun to 
play. You will find full instructions in the 
program code.

Masterbrain

10 REM *** Masterbrain ***
20 DIM b$(10),y(10),z(10), 

c(5),g(4),r(4),c%(4), colour(4)

30 MODE 1
40 GOSUB 1490: GOSUB 1 
GOSUB1680
50 MOVE 255, 1%: DRAW 320 v
60 GOSUB 1540
70 CLS. b%=4: w%=5: f%=ø g$_„„
80 GOSUB 970: PRINT
90 c(0)=4

100 FOR n=1 TO 4
1 1 0 c(n)=lNT(6*RN D(1 )+i )
1 20 IF c(n)=6 THEN c(n)=7
130 NEXT n
140 FOR n=1 TO 4
1 50 x=c(n)
160 GOSUB 750
1 70 c(n)=x
180 NEXT n
190 P$=""
200 FORx1=1 TO 4
210 P$=P$+CHR$(c(x1 ))
220 NEXTxl
230 PEN 11: PRINT 

"MASTERBRAIN”. PEN 4: 
PRINT”

240 FOR P=1 TO 10
250 PEN 4
260 PRINT "GUESS: ": count=0: 

g$=”"
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¿70

290 
3 00 
310 
320

330 
34Ø 
350 
360 
370

380 
390

400 
420

430 
440 
450

460

. ØR count=1 T O 4 
> r- V Z <*?· I I iT*

. W OR c$= R
C$='B ORc$= P THEN290 
eLSE GOTO 280
PEN 3: g$=g$+c$ 
pplNT cS; 
pjEXT count
SOUND 1,30.1 ØJ 5: SOUND 
2 60.5.1 5
GOSUB 1110
GOSUB 1270 
b$ (P)=g$ 
GOSUB 510
IF b=4 THEN GOSUB 91 0: f<%=1. 
GOSUB 1 1 10: GOSUB 1320 
GOSUB1430
GOSUB 600
PAPER 1. LOCATE 1, b%+1 
PRINT: TAG: PLOT (6*64) 
378-(b%*16),4: PRINT
STRINGS (b, CHRS (224))- 
TAGOFF
y(P)=b
TAG: PLOT (6*64), 
378-(w%*1 6), 1 : PRINT;
STRINGS (w,CHR$(224));:
TAGOFF: b%=b%+2: w%=w%+2· 
PEN 3
z(P)=w
NEXT p
CLS: LOCATE 1,10: PRINT 
"SORRY LOCATE 1,12: 
PRINT "YOU ": LOCATE 
1,14: PRINT "HAVE ";: 
LOCATE 1,16: PRINT "LOST!"
PEN 3: PRINT "THE CODE

OR c$="G' OR rP| N ir PR»NT

500 REM BU, k * GOSIJf¡ M.

520 ?Η”

540 b~0
550 FOR I.-, ,04 
570,^ ™EN580

580 NEXTk
590 REM White peq.
600forx1=1 t¿49s
5’0^1)=ASC(M|DS( s 
620 NEXT xl 
630 w=ø
640 FOR ¡=i -j-Q 4
650 FOR j=l to 4
®®0'F9W' THEN 710 
00Ø w=w+1
690 r(j)=0
700 GOTO 720
710 NEXT)
720 NEXTi
725 IF b>w THEN GOTO 740 
730 w=w-b
740 RETURN
750 REM change
760 IFx< > 1 THEN 790 
770x=82
780 RETURN
790 IFx< >2 THEN 810
800x=71: RETURN
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3 THEN 840
810 Έ *
g20 Χ=θθ
330 RETURN iHen870
840 IF X
850x^66
360 RETURN 90O
870IFX b
880 x=80
890RETURN
Q00
93Ø LOCATE 1.5%+1 EEUTT

940 RELOCATE 1.5; PRINT

95eP;Ä^^15:PR.NT

p$
960 RETURN
970 REM Graphics

WR l%=378 TO 502 STEP 31
1 000 MOVE l%,0: DRAW l%,320,5

1010 NEXT l% r.-T-r-DQO
1020 FOR l%=28 TO 340 STEP 32
1 030 MOVE 385, l%: DRAW 492, l/o,5

1040 N EXT
1060 REM More graphics
1070 TAG: PLOT 425,345,6: PRINT

TAGOFF
1100 RETURN
1110 REM aski
1120 IFf%=1 THEN g$=p$
1130FORx1=1 TO4
1140 COLOUR (x1 )=ASC (MID$

(g$,xi,D)
1150 NEXTxl
1160 FORx1 = i TO 4

c%=1 RETup. 
c%=3: retur 
c%=11 Rev N

«sa?

1 1 70 c%=COLOUR (xi )
1 1 80 NEXT x1 
1 190 RETURN
1 200 REM Make colours 
1210 IF c%=89 THEN 
1220 IF c%=82 THEN 
1230 IF c%=80THEN 
1240 IF c%=87 THEN 
1250 IF c%=71 THEN 
1260 IFc%=66THEN 
1270 REM Display 
1280 FOR x1=1 TO 4 
1290 TAG: PEN (x1 ): PLOT (x1*6zn

*28,378-(b%*16),5: PR|Nt J 
PINS;: TAGOFF

1300 NEXT x1 : TAGOFF
1310 RETURN
1 320 REM Winner
1330 LOCATE 16,2: PRINT SPC(4) 

LOCATE 16,3: PRINT SPC 4
1 340 FOR n=51 2 TO 640 STEP 3]
1 350 MOVE n, 488: DRAW n 448 
1360 NEXTn
1370 MOVE 51 2,448: DRAW 640,44g 
1 380 FOR s%=30TO 200 STEP 10· 

SOUND 3, s%,20,1 5: NEXT
1390 FOR x1=1 TO 4
1400 TAG: MOVE (x1 +1 5)*32, 

510-(2*16): PRINT PIN$;· 
TAGOFF

1410 NEXT x1
1420 RETURN
1430 REM Again
1440 PEN 4
1450 LOCATE 1,28: PRINT 

"ANOTHER TRY?”
1460 a$=INKEY$: IFa$< > Y AND
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e ."N'THEN1460 
10|Fa$='V'THEN70

1*'0ρΕΝΙΝτ(ΚΝΟ(1)Μ5)+1;ρΑΡΕ 
1i8 |NT(RND(1)*15)+1:PRINT tR

.. GOODBYE-GOTO 1480
. «90 REM Intro
:fl0 MOVE 640,1: REM Plot 
"øpaper 4:: CLS
520 RETURN

1530 REM Codes
i540 paPER 1
1ö50 SOUND 1,510,120,14
1620 RETURN
i640 REM CHARs
1650 SYMBOL AFTER 224: SYMBO. 

224,0,0,24,60,24,0,0,0: SYMBOL 
225,230,255,0,0,0,ø,2424. UL 
SYMBOL226,80,126,23 226 
126,60,24,24 ' '

1660 PIN$=CHR$ (225)+CHR$ 
(8)+CHR$(10)+CHR$ (226)

1670 RETURN
1680 REM INSTRUCT
1690 CLS: PEN 2: LOCATE 13,1 

PRINT "MASTERBRAIN"·’ 
PEN 3

1700 PRINT: PRINT "This game is 
similar to the board game";: 
PRINT "MASTERMIND”: PRINT 
"Yon have to guess the correct 
order ;: PRINT "of the coloured 
pegs under the cover at the top of 
the board"

1710 PRINT: PRINT "You have to 
input the guess as a CAPITAL 
letter": PRINT: PRINT"e.g. 
RRBW (red, red, blue, white)":

p rin t 
20PrINT"awhitf

Correct cnk. Pe9indicates 
placePR±r 'n the ri9ht
VPII ΓΛ PRlNr: PRINT "A 
colour9 indicates a correct

1 PRINT
vuill 'he computer
co o :o,rbla^ spaces only 

V7C « Co Oured pegs.”
1750 PRINT: PRINT:PR,nt

fl 760
1770MODE0 CIS
1W RETURN

Tower of Hanoi

‘houS u is based ‘ 8ame °f S,rateW “d 
played with b d “POn an ancient «ame 
to do Is7 8t°n three Ρθ88· All you have 
peg to ΒηοΓθς *7“ Of ™8S from °"θ 
Peg to another. Sounds easy? You will find that 
0 complete the Tower of Hanoi in under 

game h “T Very diffiCult A colourful 
game that wdl test your powers of 
concentration and intelligence to the full.

Tower of Hanoi

10 REM *** TOWER OF HANOI ***
20 REM *** A game of logic ***
30 ENV 1,120,2,30
60 MODE 0: GOSUB 1240: FORn=1 

TO 300: NEXT
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80Oi^4f'7|a$'7’
90 GOSUB 1340 „ AND

, W C^S: WHILE ^$<ζ. .·ΑΝΟ

-N": LOCATE 1J0·
9 d?mt "INSTRUCTIONS

LOCATE ^^^'weNDHF

T10MODE1: GOSUB 84 
n1 PAPER 10; clS
120MODE0
J^roC^E^PRI^STR.NGS

(20, CHRS (225»
-[40PEN12 „.mt-i”150 LOCATE 3,21: PR NT 1

LOCATE 9,21: PRINT 2
LOCATE 15,21: PRINT 3

1 60GOSUB 1460
1 70 FOR z=7 TO 1 STEP- 

190a(2,z)=z 
200 a(3,z)=1 
210 NEXT z 
220 c=1 : z=0 

250y=8
260 WHILE y< >1:y=y-1
270 IF aS (a(z,y))=a$(6) THEN PEN 3
280 IF aS (a(z,y))=a$(7) THEN PEN 8
290 IF a$ (a(z,y))=a$(1 ) THEN PEN 4
300 IF aS (a(z,y))=a$(2) THEN PEN 3
310 IF aS (a(z,y))=a$(3) THEN PEN 1
320 IF aS (a(z,y))=a$(4) THEN PEN 0
330 IF a$ (a(z,y))=a$(5) THEN PEN

11

340 LOCATE z*6-5,y+i 2. PF!|M r 
a$(a(z,y)) INT

350 WEND
360 IF z 3 THEN 240
370 PEN 11
380 LOCATE 10,6: PRINT "M0vE.

rC

390 IF a(1,2)=2 OR a(3,2)=2 THEM
760 N

400 LOCATE 1,4: PRINT SPC 
PEN 3 W);

410 LOCATE 1,4: PRINT
"FROM "PRINT

420 PEN 1
430 INPUT j: LOCATE 1,6: PR| [\|T

SPC(4)
440 PEN 3: LOCATE 1,4: PRINT i- « a i — r t J ?

450 PRINT: PEN 1
460 INPUT k: LOCATE 1,6: PR||\JT 

SPC (5)
470 PEN 3
480 LOCATE 1,4: PRINT j;" TO 

";k;" "
490 SOUND 1,100,5,15
500 IFj 3 ORj<1 ORk>3ORk<1 

THEN GOSUB 1 550: GOTO 400 
510 PEN 12: GOES=GOES+1 
520 IF k=jTHEN 750 
530 FOR 1=1 TO 50: NEXT 
540 d=0 
550 d=d+1
560 IF a(j,d)=1 THEN 600
570 p=d
580 q=a(j,d)
590 IF p=d THEN d=7: GOTO 620
600 IFd<7THEN 550
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GOTO 400
1 THEN 680

7 THEN 630 ELSE 680

hGOSUB 1550 GOTO 4 00
610 zA

20 d=0

6^0|F.->(I< <1) 1 1 HE N 570
650 |F 1 HEN G°SUb η 5r

I
ß60 iFa(k.d)
670 IF cl
680 d=d 1
6g0a(k.d)=a(j,p) 
700 a(j,p)=1

50

720f1=0
730 d=7
740 z=0 GOT O 240
750 REM Come here at end of qamp
760 FOR s=1 0 TO 250 STEP 10
770 SOUND 1 ,s,5,1 5: SOUND

3,s,5,1 5
780 NEXT
790 PEN 1
800 LOCATE 1,22: PRINT "You have 

completed";: PRINT "the 
TOWER"

810 FOR 1=1 TO 400: NEXT:g$=""
820 GOSUB 950
830 IF g$="Y" OR g$="y"THEN 

CLEAR: GOTO 1 20 ELSE 
GOSUB 1070: END

840 REM Instructions
850 PEN 3: CLS
870 b$=rat$+"TOWER OF HANOI"
880 RESTORE 1220
890 FOR sen=1 TO 6
900 READ s$(sen),a
910 LOCATE 1,a: PRINT s$(sen)
920 NEXT sen

njRN ......ΓΗΕΝ93®

rul9 60 
9/0 
980

I ‘ RIN f

'NKI > Zl ( ) n I γ 
•p>0 REM f

GOSUB 1240
pfní 1 70100 next
,Ρί N 8 I OCATE 1 3 Print 

Y<><«took" GOFR ' T
* ;UUES, goes";:

990 PEN 1 ir r rU,ld the tower" 
LOCA rr GOES 66 THEN 
. °°ΑΓΕ 1·8 PRINT "A

inoM BR,LLIANTSCORE'ii"
1000 F GOES 90THEN LOCATE

1010 IF rnc,NT Try harder k‘dr 
TNp2 S 60 AND GOES ^90 
1HEN LOCATE 1,8: PRINT "OK

1n average score"
1 020 WH I LE g$ < > "γ- AND

9$<>"y" ANDg$< ^"n” AND 
g$< >"N"

1030 LOCATE 1,20: PRINT "Another 

PRINT "(YorN)"

90 THEN LOCATE
I"

ame?";: Γ 
1 040 g$=| N KEY$ 
1050 WEND 
1060 RETURN 
1070 REM Bye 
1080 CLS 
1090 FOR b=1 TO 30 
1 1 00 PR I NT "Good Bye”; 
1 1 10 IF count 
1120 NEXT b 
1130 END
1220 DATA Your task is to transfer the 

rings, 6, one by one onto one of 
the other, 8, pegs. You cannot 
place a bigger ring, 1 0, on a 
smaller one and the computer, 
12, will tell you so if you try it, 14

1 5 THEN PRINT
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,rlV iptter to start T 230 DATA Press =nv 
the game, zu

1240 REM TÍ'^ rof HANOI ":
1260 title$= iL’vvc

CLb CifTO LEN (titleS)
1 IFc 15THENc=3 
2,6: PRINT ΜI DS

1270 FOR P-’-·
1280 PEN c: c=c+
1290 LOCATE p+ 

(titleS.pJ )
1300 SOUND 1,P*8A15
1310 FOR 1=1 TO 91: NEXT
1320 NEXT
1330 RETURN
1340 REM Char
1350SYMBOL AFTER 225
1360 SYMBOL 225,255,255,255,

255,0,0,0.0
1370 SYMBOL 226,60,60,60,60,60,

60,60,60
1380 SYMBOL 227,255,255,255,

255,255,255,255,0
1390 SYMBOL 228,240,240,240,

240,240,240,240,0
1400 SYMBOL

15,15,0
1410 SYMBOL

15,15,15
1420SYMBOL

63,63,0
1430SYMBOL

192,192,192,192,0
1440 SYMBOL 240,48,91,255,63,4,

229,15,15,15,15,15,

230,15,15,15,15,15,

231,63,63,63,63,63,

232,192,192,192,

8,48: SYMBOL 241 00_ 
253,249.33,16,8; rat¿=c^6· 
(240)+CHR$ (241) HR$

1450 RETURN
1 460 REM Rings
1470Sp$=" “:a$(1)=sp$

CHR$(230)+STRING$7o
1480 a$(2)=sp$+sp$+CHR$ ' Sp$) 

(231)+CHR$ (232)
1490 a$(3)=sp$+sp$+CHR$

(227)+CHR$ (228)
1 500 a$(4)=sp$+CHR$ (229)+CUo 

(227)+CHR$ (227)
1 510 a$(5)=sp$+STRING$ (3 chdc 

(227))+CHR$ (228) '
1 520 a$(6)=CHR$ (229)+STRH\ir><t 

(4, CHR$ (227)) *
1 530 a$(7)=STRING$ (5,CHR$ (227h 

+CHRS (228)
1540 RETURN
1 550 REM invalid
1 560 FOR L=1 TO 1 00; NEXT
1 570 LOCATE 1,4: PRINT “YOU

CANNOT DO THAT'“
1580 SOUND 1,3,25,15
1 590 FOR s%=1 70 TO 60 STEP -1 5
1 600 SOUND 15
1610 NEXT
1615 LOCATE 1,4: PRINT” 

1620 RETURN
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S Glossary of command

ection of the book contains a list of 
^1SLands used in the book, plus a few 

all th® cOu might find useful. Some 
mor® y°tionS include a program line or even a 
eXplananGram to help you understand what 
Ä«»>dS does.

tells the computer to 
AUTOmatically print line 
numbers. AUTO on its own starts 
at 10 and goes up in tens. AUTO 
200,20 starts at line 200 and goes 
up in steps of 20. Press ESCAPE 
to stop AUTO renumbering.

ÄXTtV S,mb01' ” 

cud .; the screen, e.e 
CHR$ 13! -S ίθ letter A· pRÍNT 

the ENTER key Chr| TT"8 
be iiRprl CNR$ can also
chaX°Pnnt USer-defiMd

CLS

1 Θ PRINT CHRSO7)

CLears the Screen and sends 
the cursor back to the top of the 
screen, e.g.

AUTO < ENTER
50 CLS

CHAIN“’’ this command LOADs a program 
from cassette, then RUNs it.
CHAIN“” chains the next program 
on the tape, or the name of the 
program can be put inside the 
quote marks, e.g.

CURSOR is not a command, but the 
coloured square that tells you 
where the computer is to PRINT 
next on the screen.

DRAW draws a line on the screen from 
the last point visited to the point 
given after the command.

CHAIN"GUNSHOT"
<ENTER>

CHR$ pronounced ‘character string’ is

10 MODE 1
20 WH I LE x=0 AN D y=0
30 x=INT (RND(1 )*400+1 ):
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ELSE

END

y=INT(RND(1 ) *640+1 ) 
40 DRAW x,y 
50 WEND

is used in an IF/THEN statement. 
IF the IF/THEN statement is 
UNTRUE the information after 
the ELSE will be used by the 
computer.

10 IFn=0THEN PRINT'Do not 
use zero" ELSE PR!NT That 
was O.K."

is used to tell the computer that 
the program is to END and return 
to BASIC.

When you learn how to uso 
GOSUB you will find GOTO ’ 
needed so much. Is not

130 MODE 1
140 PRINT 'Again"
150 PRINT'and again'
160 GOTO 150

IF...THEN tells the computer to make a 
decision. If the answer is true 
(Yes) then the computer obeys the 
rest of the IF/THEN line. If the 
answer is false (No - not true) the 
computer moves onto the next 
program line. Can be used with 
ELSE (See ELSE).

FOR...
NEXT

100 PRINT' GOODBYE" 
110 END

a loop which makes the computer 
repeat the program lines between 
the FOR and the NEXT a set 
number of times. In Amstrad 
BASIC it is not necessary for the 
NEXT to have the VARIABLE 
after it.

10 FOR n=1 TO 30
20 PRINT"Loop ";n
30 NEXT

10 INPUT"Please type in a 
number ''¡number

20 IF number=1 0 THEN 
PRINT'HELLO"

GOTO tells the computer to jump to a 
certain line number. Try not to use 
GOTO too much because it makes 
the program difficult to follow.

INK Depending on the Screen Mode, a 
number of INKs are available. The 
colour or colours used for an INK 
may be changed by an INK 
command, according to the table 
of colour values in Chapter 8.

INKEY(n) tests the keyboard to see if any 
keys have been pressed. The 
number in the brackets relates to 
a key. See page 16 Appendix III of 
your User Instructions. For 
example, INKEY(47) tests for the 
space bar.
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10 MODE 1
20 IF INKEY(47)=0 THEN 

SOUND 1,200,1 1,15 
ELSE GO TO 20

40 Pr7nt'T6"1“-1 in 1 984: 
look^l· wonder if | sha|| 
look like you when I 
arn ";age

-s waits for a key to be pressed on 
the keyboard.

len

100 PRINT "Do you want to 
play again?"

110 PRI NT "Press Y or N"
1 20 WH I LE g$ < > Ύ' AN D 

g$<>'N'ANDg$<>y 
A N D g $ < > ' n '

130g$=INKEY$
140 WEND
150 RUN

works out how many characters 
here are in a string (or how many 

letters are in a word stored in 
memory)

10 MODE 1
20 INPUT "Type any word ", 

word$
30 length=LEN(wordS)
40 PRINT "That word was "■ 

length;" letters long."

INPUT stops the program and waits for 
something to be typed in. INPUT 
requires < ENTER > to be pressed 
before continuing.

Messages can be included in 
INPUT lines. The number or 
letters typed in are stored in a 
STRING VARIABLE (e.g. ‘A$’J or 
NUMERIC VARIABLE (e.g. ‘age’) 
following the INPUT line ‘prompt’ 
message (if any).

LIST prints the program in memory 
onto the screen. LIST 100 will list 
line 100 only. LIST 100-200 will 
list lines 100 to 200. LIST 300- 
will list all lines after 300. It does 
not need a line number. To stop a 
program whizzing up the screen 
you can press the ESC key once. 
Press any key to continue listing. 
Press ESC key twice to stop 
listing.

LIST 1000-1 050 < ENTER >

10 MODE 1
20 INPUT"How old are you ", 

age
30 IF age >2 PRINT' Coo! 

That's old. I am not even 1 
year old." ELSE PRINT 

LOAD is used to load a program from 
cassette or floppy disc. LOAD“” 
will load the first program found; 
this will not work with a disc 
drive. LOAD“program name” 
loads the named program. This
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LOCATE 
x.y

will work with cassette or disc 
drive. It does not need a line 
number.

position across and down the 
screen. See Chapter 13.

is used with PRINT and INPUT to 
move words to where you want 
them on the screen. The column 
number across the screen (x) 
comes first, followed by a comma 
and the number of lines down the 
screen [yj. See Chopter 11 on using 
locate.

10 MODE 1
20 MOVE 320,200;REM Centre 

of screen
30 PLOTR 0,0

NEW

10 MODE 0
20 PRINT "WHAT IS 

YOUR NAME?"

PAPER

30 INPUT NAMES
40 CLS
50 LOCATE 8,10
60 PRINT NAMES
70 LOCATE 20,20
80 PRINT "WHAT A

NICE NAME!"

removes the old program from the 
computer’s memory.

NEW <ENTER>

sets the background ink for 
characters. When characters are 
written to the text screen, the 
character is filled with the PAPER 
ink before the character is 
written.

MODE The Amstrad has 3 MODEs, 
numbered 0 to 2 which select the 
type of screen display and 
number of colours available. See 
Chapters 8 and 12.

20 MODE 2

MOVE is used in the graphics MODEs to 
move to a point on the screen. It is 
followed by two numbers 
separated by a comma, giving the

10 MODE0
20 FOR P=0TO 15
30 PAPER P: CLS
40 PEN 1 5-P
50 LOCATE 6,12: PRINT 

"PAPER"
60 FORt=1 TO 500:

NEXT
70 NEXT P

PEN sets the ink to be used when 
drawing at the given screen 
stream.

10 MODE0
20 PEN 2
30 PRINT "AMSTRAD"
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is the same as DRAW except that 
ρΙ,Ο'Γ only the pixel at the specified 

co-ordinate is written.

RUN

tells the computer to write 
pKl^T something onto the screen. If two

printed messages, or numbers, are 
separated by a semi colon (;) they 
will be printed next to each other.

^X°h”PU,er “"V out the
—‘need X XX- '* d°-

RUN <enters

SAVE

rEM

10 MODE 1
20 PRINT "Hi there"
30 PRINT "Hi there”
40 PRINT "Hi ";" there"

saves the program in memory on 
Χθ«θ or disc. You may give lhe 
L°! ™ a.name of UP to sixteen 
etters (only seven if you are 

saving onto a disc). The program 
name must have quote marks (“”) 
around it. It does not need a line 
number.

lets you place comments in the 
program. The computer ignores 
everything on a program line after 
it comes across the REM 
command, so you must not add 
commands that you want it to 
carry out on the same line after a 
REM.

SAVE'dnvaders 2"
<ENTER>

SOUND

1 0 REM This is my program.
20 GOTO 20

rND selects a random number up to the 
limit set in the brackets.
INT(RND(1)*10)+1 gives you a 
whole number between 1 and 10.

is used to make sounds. It is 
followed by four numbers. The 
first one is the sound channel, the 
second the volume (15 to 0), 15 
is the loudest. The third number is 
the pitch and the fourth is the 
length of the sound, or ‘duration’.

10 SOUND1,1 5,INT(RND(1 )
*255)+1,5

SPACE$ It prints a number of spaces on the
screen.

10 WHILE number <20
20 numben=INT(RND(1 )

10 MODE 1
20 PRINT"Hi";SPC(32);"there"

*20)+1
30 PRINT number
40 WEND
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this command allows texi and 
symbols to be mixed with 
graphics.

TAGOFF cancels the 1 AG for a go en
stream.

WHILE/ 
WEND

is another way of making a loop. 
The computer repeats certain 
program lines until a condition is 
true.

10 MODE 1
20 WHILE number <57
30 number=INT(RND(1 )

1001+1

40 PRINT nu mber
50 WEND
60 PRINT "I have finally 

selected number 
"inumber

WINDOW sets a text window for a °iv<>n 
o' * screen stream.

10 MODE 1
20 WINDOW 10,30,8,20
30 PAPER 2: PEN 3
40 CLS
50 PRINT "WINDOW ONE
60 GOTO 60

CHAIN
CLS

CURSOR 
CONTROL

DELETE

DRAW
END 
ESCAPE
FOR... NEXT

GOTO
IF... THEN

27, 38
9,12, 16-7,32, 41-

2, 44.48-51,63 

42,45-6

7-9,11,14, 
43-4

75-79

9, 30
15-6,18, 36, 51

49, 51-2, 55, 
57-8, 72

15-8, 51,55,71

59-64, 70

INK 
INKEY 
INPUT

LIST

LOAD 
LOCATE

MODE

MOVE 
NEW 
PAPER

49, 53
69-70, 78-9
28-31, 33, 52—

3, 59, 62, 64, 69

9, 18, 25, 31, 35,
37, 39, 44, 46

34, 37-8, 80
65-67, 69-71, 

74

47-9, 54, 65-6, 
69, 72, 74-5, 
78

75-6, 79

14, 18, 49,51

47-8, 50, 73

PEN
PRINT

RAM 
REM

RND
RUN

SAVE

SHIFT
SOUND

47-50.53 
9-12, 15-9. 22.

30. 32. 39. 53, 
62,72

19
40-1,46. 68.

72-3, 77
60, 64
148, 25,28,31-2.

38. 44. 49. 54-
5,71,73, 75

32, 34, 36-40, 
42, 45. 80

7, 10-1,43-6
61,63

WHILE/WEND 56-8,62.64
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niing that you have haven>t switched the 
^sSk;np off since typing in the commands· mach me u

LET cars=10

Now, when you type:

PRI NT models

and

LET trains = 5

you should get the correct answer- 18

Mindbender 3.2
Easy, this one! Just type

you simply type in the additional information:

LET planes = 3

LET singles =12
LET albums = 8
LET records = singles + albums

If you now type

PRINT models

then, to check the answer, type

PRINT records

the computer will give you the wrong answer! 
This is because it still thinks that

If you’ve used the same numbers as me, you 
should get the answer 20. But you could just as 
easily substitute your own numbers to get a 
different answer.

models = cars + trains

whereas your collection now includes cars, 
plus trains plus planes. So you also have to 
change the formula by typing in:

LET models = cars + trains + planes

Note that you could also use different 
names for the variables and still get the right 
answer. For example, you could call the 
seven-inch singles ‘sevens’ and the 
twelve-inch albums ‘twelves’, provided you 
use the same names for the formula line, e.g.:
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LET sevens =12
LET twelves = 8
LET records = sevens + twelves
PRINT records

If you are really lazy (or hate typing), you 
could even abbreviate the variable namesto a 
single letter, e.g. s for ‘singles’, a for albums , 
and r for ‘records’.

You can also leave out the word LET, 
which isn’t necessary on the Amstrad (though 
it is on some computers, including the Sinclair 
Spectrum). Your answer would then be:

s=12 
a =8 
r=s+a 
PRINT r

<ENTER>
<ENTER>
<ENTER>
<ENTER>

While this gives a perfectly correct answer 
with very little effort, I don’t recommend you 
to do it this way just yet as you can easily 
forget what the single letters stand for. Stick to 
full words that help to explain what you are 
doing.

Mindbender 4.1
There were a couple of red herrings in this one 
to trick you! The answer is to use numeric 
variables instead of string variables, because 
you can’t do calculations, with string 
variables.

10 cars = 5
20 dolls = 7
30 toys = dolls + cars

40 PRINT "Total number of toys = 
toys

50 END

All you had to do was to delete the dollar si > 
($) and the quote marks round the numbers808 
There is no need to use the word LET, thou b 
it would not be wrong to do so. The se’mi-colo 
in line 40 is not strictly necessary, so you are ° 
not wrong if you missed it out.

In line 30 it makes no difference if yOu D 
‘cars’ before ‘dolls’.

If you deleted line 20 and made line lø 
read

10 cars = 5:dolls = 7

you are a programming genius and can award 
yourself 200 bonus points!

Mindbender 7.1
Just add these lines (You may need different 
line numbers to those shown, depending on 
how you ended up after using RENUM.)

200 LET minutes = hours * 60
21 0 PRINT "or a staggering "; 

minutes;" minutes,"
220 LET seconds = minutes * 60
230 PRI NT "which works out at a 

mind-boggling "
240 PRINT; seconds;" seconds!!!"

Don’t worry if the wording of your PRINT 
statements isn’t the same as ours - it’s the
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^CIPLE (how to do il)thal matters!

jsjote that for anyone over 32 years old, 
number of seconds is too big for the

1116 qtrad to handle, so it has to use 
^pONENTIAL NOTATION!

uindbender 7.2
10 REM *** LI REX ***
20 LET rate = 2395.CLS
25 PRINT-PRINT
30 INPUT How many pounds do you 

wish to change ";pounds
40 LET lire = pounds * rate:CLS
45 PRINT-.PRINT
50PRINT"For ";pounds;"

sterling, you will "
60 PRINT"receive approx 

in Italy"
70 PRINT at the exchange rate of "· 

rate;" lire"
80 PRINT" per pound sterling."

pounds

dire;" lire

Zr“:ZiX^-che0sieri,ist0EDIT neS When °n,y -ninor ÄS*
Mindbender 8.1

"ÄS seen.
numb! he reaSOn Why aI1 the even Ρθη 
numbers are missed out.

Mindbender 8.2
10 MODE 0 
20 PRINT "AMSTRAD CPC
30 AMSTRAD = AMSTRAD
40 PEN AMSTRAD 

464
+ 1

50 LOCATE 1,20: PRINT AMSTRAD.
LOCATE 1, AMSTRAD

60 FOR N = 1 TO 500: NEXT
70 IF AMSTRAD <15 GOTO 20

Mindbender 7.3
For France, change the following lines in the 
above program to read:

1 0 REM *** FRANCEX ***
20 LET rate = 11.9:CLS
40 LET francs = pounds * rate:CLS
60 PRINT"receive approx. ";francs;

" francs in France"
70 PRINT"at the exchange rate of "; 

rate;" francs"

Mindbender 9.1
10 MODE 1
20 FORa=1 TO 15
30 PRINT 'Hello, Jim"
40 NEXT a

Mindbender 9.2
1 0 REM *** Shooting stars ***
20 MODE 1
30 column = 2
40 WHILE column < 39
50 LOCATE column, 1 2. PRINT"*"
60 LOCATE column-1,12: PRINT " "
70 column = column + 1
80 WEND
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Mindbender 9.3 h bove program:
Xdd the following hues lol·

40 PRINT n
50 NEXT n
60 PRINT "TIME- ";(Τ1ΜΕ_οΎλ

300." seconds"
35 START-TIME
90 PRINT Time = 

300/ secon<^s

"■ (TlME-start)/

ui IN the program and compare the 
of the FOR/NEXT loop, you 

may find the difference surprising.

However, vou can’t draw absolute 
conclusions from only one lesl J1?ere θΓ 
times when one type of loop will be the 
obvious choice.

Mindbender 10.1
The new ‘Score so far’ line should be · 
between existing lines 11 ø and 120 ílnSfirte(J 
115. It has to appear after Tight=right+i \ 
been worked out, e.g. '

i.irif. 
tas

1 1 5 PRINT "score = right " 
out of goes

To stop the ‘Press any key’ message ann 
you need something like: PP^ring,

Mindbender 9.4
10 MODE 1
20 PRINT The twelve times
30 FOR n=1 TO 12
40 PRINT n;'' x12= ";n*12

table"

50 NEXT n

Mindbender 9.5
10 MODE 2
20 FOR n=1 TO 200
30 PRINT "Fred
40 N EXT n

112 IF goes-10 THEN GOTO 1 50

You could place it after line 115, Say at 
number 117 - but this wouldn’t be αυΐΐρ^θ 
effective. On the Amstrad, you should real! 
close loops before you ‘jump out’ of them S 
strictly speaking, the line should read GCrrS 
140, rather than GOTO 150. 7 υ

Mindbender 9.6
10 MODE 1
20START-TIME
30 FOR n=1 TO 1000

A CLS should go between lines 130 and 140 t 
clear the screen after you have read vorn 
result on the screen and pressed a key to 
indicate that you want the next problem, e g

135 CLS
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